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C1. City-led actions to reduce high energy burdens

Metro area

Strategy/action

Year
enacted

Description

Data source

Plan with energy
burden strategy

2017

The Clean Energy plan includes energy burden as
a key strategy for achieving the city’s clean energy
future.

City of
Atlanta 2019

Plan with energy
burden goal

2017

The Resilience Strategy includes action to lift energy
burden on 10% of Atlanta households.

City of
Atlanta 2017

Plan with energy
burden goal

2018

The Green Cincinnati Plan set a goal to reduce
household energy burdened by 10% compared to
current levels.

City of
Cincinnati
2018

2020

The city partnered with Duke Energy Ohio to
address the high energy burdens by launching
a low-income multifamily energy efficiency pilot
program called Warm Up Cincy.

City of
Cincinnati
2020

Plan with energy
burden strategy

2018

The Climate Action Plan includes a goal to promote
weatherization programs to reduce residential
energy consumption and focus on reducing energy
burdens of low-income populations.

City of
Houston
2020

Plan with energy
burden goal

2013

The Climate Action Plan states that the city will
prioritize neighborhoods with high energy burdens
for strategy implementation.

Equity indicator

2013

Climate Action Plan reporting should also include
equity indicators to measure whether energy burden
reductions are equitable.

New Orleans

Plan with energy
burden goal

2017

The Climate Action Plan includes two strategies
to reduce the high energy burdens of the city’s
residents.

City of New
Orleans
2017

Oakland

Equity indicator

2018

Oakland includes energy cost burden as a metric in
its 2018 Equity Indicators report.

City of
Oakland
2018

Philadelphia

Plan with energy
burden goal

2018

The Clean Energy Vision Plan set a goal to eliminate
the energy burden for 33% of Philadelphians.

City of
Philadelphia
2018

Pittsburgh

City-led
program to
reduce energy
burdens

2019

As part of the Bloomberg Mayor’s Challenge, the
city created Switch PGH to address high burdens
through a civic engagement tool.

City of
Pittsburgh
2019

Saint Paul

Plan with energy
burden goal

2017

The city set a goal to reduce resident energy burden
within 10 years so that no household spends more
than 4% of its income on energy bills.

City of Saint
Paul 2017

Atlanta

Cincinnati

Houston

City-led
program to
reduce energy
burdens

Minneapolis

See Appendix for data sources
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City of
Minneapolis
2013

C2. State-led actions to reduce high energy burden

State

Strategy/action

Colorado

Demonstration
project/pilot
program

New Jersey

State legislation

New York

Governor-led
executive order

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Governor-led
executive order

Public Utility
Commission
study
Public Utility
Commission
policy

Washington

Governor-led
executive order

Year
enacted

Description

Data source

2018

The Energy Office awarded GRID Alternatives
a $1.2 million grant to launch a project to
reduce the energy burden of 300 low-income
households through renewable energy and
energy efficiency investments.

Cook and
Shah 2018

2020

The NJ Clean Energy Equity Act (S. 2484) aims
to use solar, storage, and energy efficiency to
bring low-income households and environmental
justice communities within or below the state’s
average energy burden.

New Jersey
Legislature
2020

2016

Governor Andrew M. Cuomo issued the Energy
Affordability policy to work toward a goal of
no New Yorker spending more than 6% of their
household income on energy.

New York
2016

2018

In response to Governor Kate Brown’s Executive
Order 17-20, the Oregon Department of Energy,
the Oregon Public Utility Commission, and
the Oregon Housing and Community Services
Department conducted an assessment and
created a 10-year plan to reduce energy burdens
in Oregon affordable housing.

OR DOE, OR
PUC, and
OHCS 2018

2019

The Pennsylvania PUC released a report that
assessed home energy affordability for lowincome customers in the state.

Pennsylvania
Public Utility
Commission
2019

2020

The Pennsylvania PUC set a new policy to direct
utilities to ensure that low-income customers
spend no more than 10% (6% for lowest-income
customers) of their income on energy bills.

Pennsylvania
Public Utility
Commission
2019

2019

As part of Governor Jay Inslee’s Clean Energy
Transformation Act, the Washington Department
of Commerce assessed the energy burdens
for low-income households and the energy
assistance offered by electric utilities.

Washington
State
Department
of Commerce
2020
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APPENDIX D.
Low-Income Energy Efficiency
Program Best Practices
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This section contains short descriptions of some best
practices for low-income energy efficiency programs:
coordination, collaboration, and segmentation; funding
and financing; effective measures and targeting;
evaluation and quality control; and coordination of
energy efficiency and renewable energy investments.

Coordination, collaboration, and segmentation
Community engagement and participatory planning
can ensure that programs are designed to meet
community needs and build trust. By involving the
community in the planning process, energy efficiency
programs create outcomes that best meet community
needs, leverage community networks to achieve higher
program participation, and improve visibility and support
within the community for program implementers (e.g., a
utility or local government). Participatory planning requires
effort from program planners, who can follow a set of best
practices for optimal success.21 For example, Professor
Tony Reames conducted a community engagement study
of Kansas City, Missouri, to understand barriers that lowincome households face in participating in weatherization.
This stakeholder engagement led to the development of
innovative strategies to overcome barriers, such as hiring
an all-African American staff to help build trust within the
local community.22
Statewide coordination models enable consistent
low-income program delivery across utilities, WAP
implementers, and local jurisdictions. Some states have
one implementer for the state’s low-income programs
who ensures that similar program offerings are available
to all customers in the state. States such as California,
New Jersey, New York, Colorado, and Massachusetts
offer statewide low-income program models that aim to
coordinate resources from multiple sources through a
single program. For example, California’s Energy Saving
Assistance Program is offered by all regulated investorowned utilities across the state. Massachusetts is served
by the Low-Income Energy Affordability Network (LEAN),
which includes community action agencies, public and
private housing owners, government organizations, and
public utilities that all work together to provide lowincome efficiency solutions in the state.

21

22

23

24

25

One-stop-shop program models minimize barriers
and allow low-income households to access all
available resources in one place. The models provide
a single point of contact, universal intake applications,
comprehensive technical assistance, and streamlined
access to program resources.23 One-stop-shop models
should be replicated in various locations and combine
each location’s available offerings. Through its Energize
Delaware program model, for example, the nonprofit
Delaware Sustainable Energy Utility (DESEU) offers a
one-stop-shop resource that focuses on a whole-building
approach and consolidates available resources directed
at both low-income customers and owners of affordable
multifamily buildings.
Market segmentation designs programs to meet
the specific needs of subsets of highly burdened
households, such as people living in affordable
multifamily buildings or manufactured housing. Lowincome customers are a diverse segment with diverse
energy needs. By segmenting customers by key
demographic categories, program designers can then
work to identify a specific customer segment’s energy
usage characteristics and program needs. This can
lead to more impactful outreach, relationship building,
program design, and results. For instance, Eversource
partnered with Oracle Utilities–Opower to develop a firstof-kind approach to digitally characterizing and targeting
customers that require assistance. This analytical
approach can guide utilities in creating programs that are
specific to a resident subset or area.24
Fuel-neutral programs allow energy efficiency
measures to be completed simultaneously in a home
regardless of the electric and/or natural gas utilities that
service it. This is critical for addressing the high costs
associated with delivered fuels (oil, propane) and for
coordinating across electric and natural gas utilities.
For example, New York’s Clean Energy Fund, designed
to deliver on the state’s Reforming the Energy Vision
(REV) commitments, implements energy efficiency
initiatives on a fuel-neutral basis. By taking a fuelneutral approach, New York State can increase energy
efficiency at the lowest cost, enable greater greenhouse
gas reductions, and stimulate local economic
development.25

Calvert, K., I. McVey, and A. Kantamneni. 2017. “Placing the ‘Community’ in Community Energy Planning. Prepared for Guelph’s Community Energy Initiative Task Force by the Community Energy KnowledgeAction Partnership. DOI: 10.13140/RG.2.2.22817.30562. www.researchgate.net/publication/319141113_Placing_the_’Community’_in_Community_Energy_Planning.
Reames, T. 2016. “A Community-Based Approach to Low-Income Residential Energy Efficiency Participation Barriers.” The International Journal of Justice and Sustainability Vol 21. www.tandfonline.com/doi/ab
s/10.1080/13549839.2015.1136995.
Energy Efficiency for All, One-Stop Shops for the Multifamily Sector. assets.ctfassets.net/ntcn17ss1ow9/30B8LUDt8GTegjPE8clalF/8c5e68405c9692afb9f11fe898b8653e/EEFA_OneStopShop_Fact_
Sheet__2_.pdf.
Lin, J., K.M. Rodgers, S. Kabaca, M. Frades, and D. Ware. 2020. “Energy Affordability in Practice: Oracle Utilities Opower’s Business Intelligence to Meet Low and Moderate Income Need at Eversource.“ The
Electricity Journal. 33 (9): 1–11. doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2019.106687.
NYSERDA. Reforming the Energy Vision: Clean Energy Fund, Frequently Asked Questions. www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/Files/About/Clean-Energy-Fund/clean-energy-fund-qa.pdf.
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Funding and financing
Leveraging diverse funding sources allows programs
to address health and safety issues and include greater
investment and available measures. Funding for lowincome energy efficiency programs often comes
from electric and natural gas utility ratepayer dollars,
federal WAP and LIHEAP funds, state and local funds,
nonprofit resources, and other private funding sources.
Leveraging funding from various sources can give
program implementers greater flexibility, as some federal
and utility funding sources limit the types of measures
they fund. Leveraging diverse funding sources can lead
to a more comprehensive program outcome that has
the flexibility to address health and safety issues and
incorporate more complex sets of energy efficiency
investments.
Inclusive financing models, such as no-interest
loans, loan guarantees, and the elimination of credit
requirements, are designed to help low-income
households overcome up-front cost barriers to accessing
traditional private financing options. Inclusive financing
options include Pay As You Save (PAYS) programs and
on-bill tariff models, which allow low-income households
to install energy efficiency investments that are paid off
over time on the customer’s bill.26 In the low-income
multifamily sector, limiting or eliminating up-front costs
to building owners can help them undertake more
substantial energy efficiency projects and overcome
barriers related to the competition for scarce funding
for capital projects. Low-interest financing and on-bill
repayment can help owners spread out their energy
efficiency project costs over time.
Align utility and housing finance programs to
encourage energy efficiency upgrades in low-income
multifamily buildings. Incorporating utility-customer
funding in the current climate of affordable housing
refinance and redevelopment can yield deeper, more
comprehensive energy efficiency improvements. These
extensive renovations may involve replacing outdated
building systems, and utility-customer funds can be used
to help cover the incremental cost of installing moreefficient equipment than would otherwise be required.
For example, the Connecticut Green Bank coordinates
closely with the state’s energy efficiency initiatives led by
the state agencies and local utilities to align incentives
for affordable financing for both energy efficiency
upgrades and rooftop solar installations. The Connecticut
Green Bank’s financing opportunities complement the
available funding for energy efficiency upgrades from

26

27
28
29

the Connecticut Housing Finance Authority and the
Connecticut Department of Housing.27

Effective measures, messaging, and targeting
Include health and safety measures and healthier
building materials to reduce deferral rates and
improve indoor air quality, comfort, and long-term
health outcomes for program participants. Programs
often address health and safety concerns through
leveraged funds. However, rather than disqualifying
households due to building health and safety issues such
as structural problems, mold, or asbestos, utilities and
program implementers can combine funding streams
to provide health and safety services. For example,
the Bronx Healthy Buildings Program aims to reduce
asthma-related hospital visits and address the social
determinants of health through education, organizing,
workforce development, and building upgrades. Energy
audits, building inspections, and tenant organizing aim
to identify needed repairs and opportunities for energy
efficiency improvements.28
Prioritize deep energy-saving measures through a
single program and/or engagement to achieve high
levels of energy savings. Using trusted contractor
networks to deliver programs that include savings-based
incentives lets contractors focus on deep savings rather
than limiting projects to simple direct-install measures.
For example, Oncor’s Targeted Weatherization LowIncome program first prioritizes deep energy-saving
measures such as building-shell weatherization and air
sealing, and then focuses on additional measures such as
air-conditioning, refrigeration, and lighting.29
Integrate direct-installation and rebate programs
to encourage more extensive improvements. For lowincome single and multifamily projects, direct-installation
programs that offer no-cost energy efficiency measures
can provide an opportunity to connect with building
owners, complete an on-site energy assessment, and
encourage owners to take advantage of rebates for
more extensive improvements such as HVAC upgrades,
weatherization, common-area lighting retrofits, and other
building-shell improvements.
Targeting high energy users and vulnerable
households to generate the greatest energy savings and
impact. By using utility data to identify households with
the highest energy use, energy efficiency providers can
achieve the greatest energy savings. Even so, energy use
should be looked at in combination with other factors

For more information on inclusive financing options, see SEE Action, 2017. Energy Efficiency Financing for Low- and Moderate Income Households: Current State of the Market, Issues, and Opportunities. emp.
lbl.gov/sites/default/files/news/lmi-final0811.pdf.
See ACEEE’s 2018 report, Our Powers Combined: Energy Efficiency and Solar in Affordable Multifamily Buildings. aceee.org/research-report/u1804.
buildhealthchallenge.org/communities/awardee-bronx-nyc/.
Gilleo, A., S. Nowak, and A. Drehobl. 2017. Making a Difference: Strategies for Successful Low-Income Energy Efficiency Programs. Washington, DC: ACEEE. aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/
researchreports/u1713.pdf.
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that lead to household energy vulnerability. Although
high energy use can lead to high savings, households
with lower energy use can still experience high energy
burdens. Efficiency Vermont, for example, changed
its program qualification to focus on low-income
households with high energy burden rather than lowincome households with high energy use. This let the
program qualify more customers and target needs to the
most vulnerable households.30
Incorporate new and emerging technologies in lowincome programs. Expanding the technology scope of
low-income energy efficiency programs to technologies
they do not traditionally incorporate—such as solar PV,
smart meters, energy storage, and electric vehicles—
can significantly improve energy affordability and
equitable access to these technologies for low-income
households.31 Unless we ensure that new technologies
are available to low-income and underinvested
communities, inequities in access to these technologies
will continue to grow. Programs that incorporate these
emerging technologies can address access barriers for
low-income communities and ensure more equitable
distribution of their benefits.
Effectively message programs in ways that provide
clear value and actionable guidance. Effective
messaging helps achieve high program participation
and builds trust and understanding of program benefits.
Investing in energy efficiency often takes time and
resources for both single and multifamily building
owners. Although programs typically focus on energy
savings and energy cost reductions benefits, programs
must also market the many nonenergy benefits that
result from energy efficiency improvements. Further, they
should include actionable guidance—that is, clear steps
that residents and building owners can take to learn
more about program services and enroll in the program.

Evaluation and quality control
Collect and share metrics on program outcomes, equity
impacts, and other tracked data to hold implementers
accountable to program requirements and goals. These
metrics can include factors such as race and/or ethnicity,
income status, property ownership, energy burden,
and energy vulnerability. Often, program implementers
publish demand-side management reports that include
metrics on low-income program savings, spending, and
customers served. Implementers can report additional
equity factors such as energy burden data, demographic
30
31
32

33

34

data, and participation distribution. For example, VEIC
published the State of Equity Measurement: A Review
of Practices in the Clean Energy Industry, a guide
that offers an overview of energy industry metrics for
measuring program equity.32 These include metrics to
define target populations, determine disparate impacts,
and include representative voices in program design,
implementation, evaluation, and oversight.
Conduct robust research and evaluation to assess
achieved reductions in energy usage. Such evaluations
help document and clarify program performance. Impact
evaluations measure the direct and indirect benefits from
programs, while process evaluations provide systematic
assessments of how programs operate. By completing
robust evaluations, program planners can determine
how to best improve their programs for greater impact
and efficiency, and better meet the needs of the target
community.
Include quality control as a core element of the
services to ensure that energy efficiency services are
effective, and homes are left in a safe condition. Many
program implementers incorporate ongoing training
for contractors and quality control professionals,
viewing this as critical to program success and
devoting project funding to regular trainings. Some
program administrators also include strict quality
control requirements for all projects rather than for
a sample, which helps incentivize contractors to
perform high-quality work. For example, Ouachita
Electric Cooperative’s HELP PAY program, a tariffbased residential energy efficiency financing program,
evaluates every project after completion and facilitates
trainings for its contractors in quality control techniques
to ensure that all contractors understand the assessment
methodologies.33
Incorporate nonenergy benefits into testing. Without
monetizing nonenergy benefits, utility-operated lowincome energy efficiency programs cost more to
implement per household—and are less cost effective
by traditional measures—than utility-operated energy
efficiency programs serving higher income groups.
However, low-income energy programs deliver benefits
beyond energy savings to low-income households
that are not typically incorporated into traditional costeffectiveness testing methods. The National Standard
Practice Manual discusses how low-income program
benefits can be considered at the societal level.34
States can decide to adjust cost-effectiveness tests for

Efficiency Vermont. 2020. Targeted Communities Program Update. www.efficiencyvermont.com/trade-partners/targeted-communities-program-update.
Brown, M., A. Soni, M. Lapsa, and K. Southworth. 2020. Low-Income Energy Affordability: Conclusions from a Literature Review. ORNL/TM-2019/1150. info.ornl.gov/sites/publications/Files/Pub124723.pdf.
Levin, E., E. Palchak, and R. Stephenson. 2019. The State of Equity Measurement: A Review of Practices in the Clean Energy Industry. Winooski, VT: VEIC. www.veic.org/Media/default/documents/resources/
reports/equity_measurement_clean_energy_industry.pdf.
Gilleo, A., S. Nowak, and A. Drehobl. 2017. Making a Difference: Strategies for Successful Low-Income Energy Efficiency Programs. Washington, DC: ACEEE. aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/
researchreports/u1713.pdf.
National Efficiency Screening Project. 2017. National Standard Practice Manual. nationalefficiencyscreening.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/NSPM_May-2017_final.pdf. Page 58: Societal Low-Income
Impacts.
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low-income programs to incorporate these additional
benefits. For example, Vermont uses the societal cost
test as its primary test and incorporates a 15% adder for
nonenergy benefits for low-income customers in its costeffectiveness screening tool. Similarly, Colorado uses
the total resource cost test and includes a 50% adder to
account for the benefits from low-income programs.
Renewables and workforce
Integrate energy efficiency and solar program offerings
to maximize participant benefits. To do this, combined
renewable and energy efficiency programs should first
invest in energy efficiency to reduce the home’s overall
energy needs, and then invest in renewable energy
so that individual households can install the right size
solar system or many households can access community
solar options. For example, the Connecticut Green Bank
collaborates with PosiGen, a private company, to deliver
both solar and energy efficiency to low-income customers.
The Green Bank helps PosiGen generate capital to
provide 20-year solar leases combined with energy

35

efficiency upgrades to program participants, leading to
the most cost-effective investment.35
Support the development of a diverse and strong
energy efficiency workforce that represents the local
community. Ensure that training opportunities are
linked to high-quality, well-paid, and stable careers
in the energy efficiency and clean energy workforce
sector. States and local governments, utilities, and
other program implementers can focus on diversifying
suppliers, increasing the worker pipeline by offering
training for both contracting firms and students, and
partnering with skills-training providers and state
agencies—all while working to overcome barriers
faced by historically excluded community members.
Implementers can also co-deliver training for energy
efficiency and renewable energy technologies. For
example, the Chicago-based nonprofit Elevate Energy
coordinates a Clean Energy Jobs Accelerator that trains
individuals from economically excluded communities for
careers in solar and energy efficiency.

EDF (Environmental Defense Fund) and APPRISE (Applied Public Policy Research Institute for Study and Evaluation). 2018. Low-Income Energy Efficiency. New York. www.edf.org/sites/default/files/documents/
liee_national_summary.pdf.
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Examine
Electric Utility De-Energization of Power
Lines in Dangerous Conditions.

Rulemaking 18-12-005

DEC|SION ADOPTING DE-ENERGIZATION (PUBLIC SAFETY POWER
SHUT-OFF) GUIDELINES (PHASE 1 GUIDELINES)
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DEC|SION ADOPTING DE-ENERGIZATION (PUBLIC SAFETY POWER
sHUT-OFF) GUIDELINES (PHASE 1 GUIDELINES)

Summary
This decision adopts de-energization (Public Safety Power Shut-off)
communication and notification guidelines for the electric investor-owned

utilities along with updates to the requirements established in Resolution
ESRB-8. The guidelines adopted in this decision are meant to expand upon those

in Resolution ESRB-8. Resolution ESRB-8 and the guidelines adopted in this
decision remain in effect unless and until superseded by a subsequent decision.

This decision also presents the overarching de-energizattonstrategy of the
Commission.
The de-energization guidelines adopted in this decision are set forth in

Appendix A. Appendix B presents a preliminary list of issues to be explored in
Phase 2 of this

rulemaking. Appendix C contains a glossary of terms and

abbreviations used throughout this decision. Appendix D contains a copy of
Resolution ESRB-8, and Appendix E includes a copy of San Diego Gas &
Electric's November 11,-1,6,2018 de-energization report, issued on December 4,
2018.

This proceeding remains oPen.

1.

Overview
Over the last decade, California has experienced increased, intense, and

record-breaking wildfires in Northern and Southern California. These fires have
resulted in devastating loss of life and damage to property and infrastructure.
The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC or Commission) has been one

of three critical state agencies - along with

Lhe

California Department of Forestry

and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) and the California Governor's Office of
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Emergency Services (CalOES)

- involved in assessing and addressing the

impacts of wildfires.

After several years of drough! changing weather patterns, extreme high
heat, ferocious winds, and low humidity, among other factors, the 2018 fire
season in California was the most destructive on record. July 2018 was the

hottest month on record in California.l In 2018, more than 8,000 fires burned
close to 2 million acres.2 These devastating fires resulted in billions of dollars in

damage and numerous lives lost.
Electric utility infrastructure has historically been responsible for less than
ten percent of reported wildfires;a however, fires attributed to power lines
comprise roughly half of the most destructive fires in California history.4 With
the growing threat of wildfire, utilities

will proactively cut power to lines that

may fail in certain weather conditions in order to reduce the likelihood that their

infrastructure could cause or contribute to a wildfire. This effort to reduce the

risk of fircs caused by electric infrastructure by temporarily turning off power to
specific areas is called "de-enetgizatiort" in this proceeding.s
The strategy to de-energize builds on new weather tracking and modeling

technology that provides localized forecasts during increasingly powerful wind
storms, along with statewide fftehazard maps identifying those areas of very
1 National Oceanic and Atrnospheric Administration;

https:/ /www.noaa.gov/news/ july-2018-was-L1th-warmest-july-on-record-for-us.
z https:/ /www.predictiveservices.nifc.gov/intelligence/20L8 statssumm/fires acresL8.pdf.
3 Cal FIRE;http:/ /www.fire.ca.gov/fire-protection/fire-protection-fire info-redbooks.
a Cal FIRE;
http:/ / fire.ca.gov/communications/downloads/fact-sheets/ top20-destruction.pdf.
5 De-energization is also known as a "proactive power shutoff" or "public safety Power shutoff

(r€PS)".
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flammable dry woody and brush fuels due to years of drought. These new tools
have been developed, tested, and improved over the course of several years in

the San Diego area by the local electric utility, San Diego Gas & Electric

Company (SDG&E). Over this period, weather monitoring and wind modeling
have become more precise, and the areas that are proactively shut off from
service have grown smaller and smaller due to more reliable information and
changes to electric infrastructure that allow SDG&E to isolate smaller portions of

their system for de-energizatton.

Added to tougher regulations for removing vegetation that can come into
contact with electric power infrastructure, proactively de-energizingpower lines
can save lives. Increasing precision to allow de-energizatton of smaller areas of

infrastructure is important because, aside from the inconvenience of lost power
for individuals and businesses, public safety services such as street lights and
signals, wells used for pumping water used for firefighting, police and fire

facilities, telecommunications, and home medical devices may also be impacted
or shut down when power is turned off.
The2017 and 2018 wildfire season evidenced that the public needs better

information - about fire conditions, about when those conditions occur, and how
the public should prepare

- regardless of whether de-energization is performed

proactively or occurs as a result of another emergency. The focus needs to be
more on the growing danger of fire and how to respond to conditions associated

with wildfire risk, and not just on actions such as de-energizationthat utilities
take to prevent their infrastructure from contributing to potential fires. When
there is forewarning of high-fire threat conditions and the potential for ignition
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from utility infrastructure or other sources exists,6 emergency responders need to
expect and be prepared for a potential loss of power.
The Commission's goal must be to ensure the public receives timely notice

of proactive de-energization or de-energization resulting from another event.

Achieving this goal necessitates shared responsibility among the electric
investor-owned utilities, local, and state entities. Lessons learned from prior
disasters throughout the State show that these entities should utilize

Standardized Emergency Management System (SEMS). This will allow the

utilities, emergency responders, and local governments to be seamlessly
inte grated when

co

mmunicating de-ener gi zation notif ications.

It is the Commission's vision that notification and communication will
come primarily from the utilities

with supplemental or secondary notification by

local first responders. To make this possible, the Commission

will

need to ensure

that the utilities integrate as much as possible with local emergency systems and
frameworks and treat de-energizationin a similar manner as any other
emergency that results in loss of power, such as earthquakes, floods or

non-utility caused fire events. The need for shared responsibility between the
utilities, public safety partners, and local goverrunents is critical. Therefore, the
utilities should immediately begin working with CaIOES to integrate their
6 In contrast to proactive de-energization, unplanned electric grid outages may occur as a result
of many unforeseeable events. Examples of such events include vehicle collisions with poles
and equipment, animal contact with energized power lines, lighting strikes and other weather
that causes damage to equipment, vandalism, arsorL and wildfires not caused by utility
equipment. OfterU unplanned outages occur during catastrophes, such as floods, severe winds
or heat storms and such outages can impact essential services, including 9LL and other
emergency communications. Therefore, while this decision adopts advanced notification and
education guidelines for proactive de-energization, emergency responders, operators of critical
facilities, local governments, and electric customers, especially tltuse in high fire [ueat dislricts,
should be prepared for power outages that occur without advanced warning,
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warning programs with the agencies and jurisdictions within California that are
responsible for ensuring the public is notified effectively before, during, and after
emergencies. To this end, the utilities should align messaging and outreach with
the California Statewide Alert and Warning Guidelines recently issued by
CalOES.T

Finally, critical to making a notification system work for de-energization
events is significant investment by the state agencies, local goverrunents, and

utilities in

a

joint effort to educate the public on how to prepare for wildfire

season and de-energization events. These statewide education campaigns

should educate the public in advance of de-energizationevents regarding what is
entailed during a de-ener gzationeven! what tools are available to the public

during these events, what to do in an emergenc/, how to receive information
alerts during a power shutoff, and who the public should expect to hear from
and when. The utilities should also report back to the Commission through its

required ESRB-8 filings, as updated by this decision, on what they learn after
each de-energization event.

2.

Background and Jurisdiction
In the wake of one of the most devastating wildfire seasons in California in

history and in response to Senate 8il1 (SB) 901,t the Commission instituted this
Order Instituting Rulemaking (OIR) to build on earlier rules on the
de-energizatronof powerlines.e California Public Utilities Code Sectionsr0
7 Incorporated into the record of Rulemaking (R.) 18-12-005 by written ruling on March 28,
2019.

a Stats. 2018, Ch. 626. SB90'L aaailable at
fa

e R.18-12-005 at L; SB 901
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(Pub. Util. Code SS) a51 and399.2(a) give electric investor-owned utilities (IOUs,

electric utilities, or utilities) authority to shut off electric service in order to

protect public safety.rt However, de-energizatroncan leave communities and
essential facilities without power, which brings its own risks and hardships,

particularly for vulnerable communities and individuals.tz This section outlines
current de-energizattonpolicies adopted by the Commission and where this OIR
fits among current legislative directives and other active wildfire mitigation
proceedings pending before the Commission.

2.1. Decision 12-04-024
The Commission adopted de-energizattonrules and guidelines in Decision

(D.)12-04-024,which established requirements for reasonableness, notification,

mitigation and reporting by SDG&E for its de-energizationevents.l3 D.12-04-0U
reaffirms the Commission's finding in D.09-09-030 that SDG&E has authority

under

SS

451 and399.2(a) to shut off power in order to protect public safety

when strong winds exceed the design basis for SDG&E's systern.l4 D.12-04-024
goes a step beyond the 2009 decision, by ordering SDG&E to (1) take all

appropriate and feasible steps to provide notice and mitigation to its customers
whenever the utility shuts off power pursuant to

SS

45L and 399.2(a)' and

(2) reporting any de-energizationevents to the Commission's Safety and

Enforcement Division (SED) within L2 hours after SDG&E shuts off power.1s
1o Unless

otherwise stated, all code section references are to the Public Utilities Code.

11 R.18-12-005;

Resolution ESRB-8 at 2.

12 R.18-12-005

at2.

13 D.12-04-024at1..
14 Id.

rs Id. atConclusions of Law 1 and 2.
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While the Commission recognizes the impossible feat of anticipating every
emergency situation resulting in proactive de-energization, the Commission held
that SDG&E should provide as much notice as feasible before shutting off power
so the affected providers of essential services (e.g., hospitals, prisons, public

safety agencies, telecommunications utilities, and water districts) and customers

who are especially vulnerable to power interruptions (".g., customers who rely
on medical-life support equipment) may implement their own emergency
plans.16 Since the adoption of D.12-04-024,Pacific Gas and Electric Company

(PG&E) and Southern California Edison Company (SCE) have exercised their

authority to de-energize power lines pursuant to

SS

451 and399.2(a), but these

electric utilities were not subject to the reasonableness, notificatiory mitigation
and reporting requirements ordered in D.12-04-024 fot SDG&E.17

2.2. Resolution ESRB-8
In2017, California suffered the most destructive wildfire season on tecord,

including 5 of the 20 most destructive wildland-urban interface fires in the state's
history.rs As a result of these fires, the President of the United States approved a
major disaster declaration and the Governor of California proclaimed a State of
Emergency. In light of the increased intensity of California wildfires and varying
de-energizationguidelines amongst all of California's electric IOUs, the
Commission issued Resolution ESRB-8 onJuly '1..6,2018. Resolution ESRB-8
extends D .12-04-024' s r easonableness, public notificatiory mitigation and

reporting requirements to all electric IOUs to ensure that public and local

ro Id. at10.

rz Resolufion ESRB-8 at 2.
18 Id.
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officials are prepared for power shut off and aware of the electric IOUs'

de-energizationpolicies.rr Resolution ESRB-8 goes a step beyond D.12-04-024by
strengthening the reporting and public outreach, notification and mitigation
guidelines adopted in

2012.20

Resolution ESRB-8 strengthens reporting requirements by directing the
electric IOUs to submit a report to the Director of SED within 10 business days

after each de-energizattoneven! as well as after high-threat events where the

utility provided notifications to local government, agencies, and customers of
possible de-energizationactions but where de-energizationdid not occur.21 At a

minimum, the de-energization report must include: (1) who the electric utility
contacted in the community prior to de-energizationand whether the affected
areas are classified as Zone 1, Tier 2, orTier 3 per the definition in General

Order 95, Rule

21..2-D22; (2)

explanation of why notice could not be provided at

least 2 hours prior to a de-energization event if such notice was not given; (3) the

number of and a summary of the complaints received as a result of the
de-energi zationevents, including any claims filed against the

utility

because of

de-energization; (4) a detailed description of the steps the utility used to restore
power; and (5) the address and description of each community assistance
location during a de-energization event.23

rs Id. at5.
20

Id.at5to7

21

Id.

atl.

High Fire-Threat Districts(s) (HFTD). Zone 1 is Tier 1 of the latest
version of the United States Forest Service and CAL FIRE's joint map of Tree Mortality High
Hazard Zones. Tiers 2 and 3 are designated as such in the Commission's Fire-Threat Map.
zz Rule 21..1.(D) defines

z3 Resolution ESRB-8 at 5.
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Resolution ESRB-8 strengthened the public outreach, notification, and

mitigation guidelines of D.12-04-024by directing the IOUs to hold
De-Energizattonlnformation Workshops with the public within 90 days from the
date Resolution ESRB-8 was formally adopted. Resolution ESRB-8 ordered the

IOUs to submit a report to the Director of SED outlining its public outreach,

notification and mitigation plan, within 30 days of the effective date the
resolution. Resolution ESRB-8 also orders the IOUs to retain documentation of
community meetings and customer notifications for a minimum of one-year after
a de-energizattonevent. Finally, Resolution ESRB-8 requires the IOUs to assist

critical facility customers to evaluate their need for backup power and notes that
the IOUs may need to provide generators to critical facilities that are not well

prepared for a disruption in service.2a

2.3.

Senate Bill 901

On September 21.,2018, the Governor aPproved SB 901. Among other

things, SB 901 added new provisions to

S

8386, requiring all California electric

utilities to prepare and submit Wildfire Mitigation Plans (Plans) that describe the

utilities' plans to prevent, combat, and respond to wildfires affecting their service
territories.zs Shortly after, the Commission opened R.18-10-007 as a vehicle for
the review and implementation of the electric IOUs' Plans prior to
commencement of the 2019 wildfire season.26 R.18-10-007 notes thaf although

zt Id. at7.
2s R.18-10-007 at2..
26 R.L8 10 007 at 2

to 3.
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included other Commission-related provisions in addition to the Plans,

those provisions would be addressed in other Commission proceedings.zz

Pertinent to R.18-12-005, S 8386(c)(6) requires the Plans to include
protocols for disabling reclosers and de-energizingportrons of the electrical

distribution system that consider the associated impacts on public safety,
including impacts on critical first responders and on health and communication
infrastructure.2s Furthermore,

S

8386(c)(7) requires the Plans to include

appropriate and feasible procedures for notifying customers who may be
impacted by the de-energizing of electrical lines. The procedures must consider
the need to notify, as a priority, critical first responders, health care facilities and
operators of telecommunications infrastrucfure.

Prior to R.18-10-007, the Commission initiated R.18-03-011 to address
emergency disaster relief to California residents affected by a series of

devastating wildfires in Northern and Southern California in2017 and2018.29
Cross coordination among all of these rulemakings is necessary to cnsure

California is prepared for the 2019 and beyond wildfire seasons.

2.4. R.18-12-005 Purpose and Procedural
Background
On December 19,2018, the Commission opened R.18-12-005 to further
examine de-energizationpolicies and guidelines adopted in D.12-04-024 and

Resolution ESRB-8.30 Due to the important role that de-energizattoncan play in
27 R.L8-1,0-005

at2, footnote

4.

28 R.18-1"2-005 at 3.
2e R.18-03-01'J. at1.

to 2.

Liberty Utilities/CalPeco Electric (Liberty), Bear Valley Electric Service,
a division of Golden State Water Company (Bear Valley), and Pacific Power, a division of
PacifiCorp (PacifiCorp) are listed as respondents to the OIR.

30 PG&E, SCE, SDG&E,
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ensuring public safety during an extreme weather even! as well as the impacts of
de-energi zat'tonon affected populations, the Commission opted to address the

implementation and logistics for de-energization of power lines in R.18-12-005,st
rather than in R.18-10-007.32
This proceeding intends to: examine conditions in which proactive and
planned de-energizationis practiced; develop best practices that ensure an

orderly and effective set of criteria for evaluating de-energizationprograms;
ensure the electric utilities coordinate

with state and local level first responders,

and align their systems with SEMS;:a mitigate the impact of de-energization on

vulnerable populations; examine whether there are ways to reduce the need for
de-energi zation; ensure effective notice to affected stakeholders of possible

de-energizattonand follow-up notice of actual de-energization; and ensure
consistency in notice and reporting of de-energization events.3a

Pursuant to the schedule set in R.18-12-005, staff led the first of two
workshops on December

'J-,4,2018

in Santa Rosa, California. A second staff led

workshop took place onJanuary 9,2019 inCalabasas, California. On January 25,
2019, the assigned

Administrative Law Judge (AL]) issued a ruling providing

guidance to parties on the comments to the rulemaking and canceling the

February 6,20!9 prehearing conference (PHC) date to allow adequate time for
the Commission and parties to review comments on the rulemaking.

l,: Resolution ESRB-8 will remain in effect during the pendency of this
proceeding unless and until the Commission explicitly modifies or rescinds it.

31 R.L8-12-005 at

sz Id.

at3.

foofirote 2: SEMS is the system required by Government Code
Section 8607(a) for managing emergencies involving multiple jurisdictions and agencies.
33 R.1"8-12-005 at2,

et ld, at2.
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Subsequently the assigned AL| scheduled a PHC,as which was held on

February 19, 2019 in Sacramento, Calif ornia.3a
In response to the opening comments and discussion at the PHC, the
assigned Commissioner issued a Scoping Memo and Ruling (Scoping Memo) on

March 8,2019. The Scoping Memo divides this OIR into two

phases3T

with the

goal of the first phase being completed in advance of the20\9 wildfire season.38
The first phase of the OIR, which is the subject of the instant decision, focuses on

notice and communication issues in order to provide a framework under which
the electric utilities may de-energize.3e
The Scoping Memo attached a Staff Proposal authored by the

Commission's SED. The Staff Proposal provides highJevel responses to each of
the issues in scope for Phase L of this proceeding. The Scoping Memo directed

Administrative Law Judge's Ruling Setting Prehearing Conference (January 3'l',2019).
so Opening comments and responses to the OIR were filed by: Small Business Utility
Advocates (SBUA); Coalition of California Utility Employees (CUE); California Farm Bureau
Federation (Farm Bureau); Sunrury Inc.; Utility Consumers'Action Network (UCAN); SDG&E;
Counties of Napa, Sonoma, Mendocino, and the City of Santa Rosa (collectiaely referred to as,lhe
Joint Local Governments); California Energy Storage Alliance (CESA); PG&E; Direct Access
Customer Coalition, Energy Users Forum (DACC/EUF); Protect Our Communities Foundation
(POC); SCE; Northern California Power Agency (NCPA); Bear Valley,Liberty, and PacifiCorp
(collectiaely referred to as, the California Association of Small and Multijurisdictional Utilities
(CASMU) California Water Association (CWA); East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD);
Municipal Water District of Orange County (MWDOC); the Commission's Office of the Safety
Advocate (OSA); California Municipal Utilities Association (CMUA); the City and County of
San Francisco(CCSF); the Public Advocates Office of the California Public Utilities Commission
(Public Advocates); The Utility Reform Network (TURN); Local Government Sustainable
Energy Coalition (LGSEA); County of San Diego Office of Emergency Services; and Mussey
Grade Road Alliance (MGRA).
3s See

37

Scoping Memo at 3: Phase 2 issues

38

ld.

will

be set forth in a forthcoming scoping memo'

J9 Id.
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parties to respond to the Staff Proposal in comments.ao Parties filed comments on

March 25,2019 and reply comments on ApriI2,2019.41

3.

lssues Before the Commission
The Assigned Commissioner's Scoping Memo and Ruling, issued on

March 8,2019, states: "The goal of the first phase of this proceeding is to ensure
that the Commission has adopted de-energizationparameters and protocols in
anticipation of the upcoming2019 wildfires season." Due to an expedited
timeline, Phase L focuses primarily on notice and communication issues. Phase 2

will take a more comprehensive look at de-energizatronpractices, including
mitigation, additional coordination across agencies, further refinements to
findings in Phase l-, re-energizationpractices, and other matters. A preliminary
list of Phase 2 issues is attached to this decision as Appendix B.
The Phase 1 issues considered in this decision are:

1,. Updates to Resolution ESRB-8;

a. What, if

any, updates or modifications should be made to
Resolution ESRB-8 to ensure that, should de-energization
become necessary during the2019 wildfire season,
de-energizationis undertaken as efficiently and safely+z 4s
possible?

qo

Id, at5.

nr The following parties filed Phase 1 comments:SDG&E, California State Association of
Counties (CSAC); Rural County Representatives of California (RCRC); William B. Abrams
(Abrams); SCE; Farm Bureau; AT&T, CTIA, California Cable & Telecommunications
Association (CCTA), Frontier Communications, T-Mobile West LLC dba T-Mobile, Sprint
Communications, California Company and the Small LECs, Comcast Phone of CaliforniaLLC,
and Verizon (collectiaely, the Joint Communications Parties); PG&E; NCPA; UCAN; Public
Advocates; CMUA; CASMU; California Large Energy Consumers Association (CLECA); TURN;
EBMUD; SBUA; DACC/EUF; Joint Local Governments; City of Malibu; Center for Accessible
Technology (CforAT); OSA; CCSF; POC; and MGRA'

were requested to provide comment on what constifutes "efhcien(' a!'td"safe"
de-energization.

a2 Parties
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and communication to the public (including
vulnerable populations), local governments, critical facilities, and
emer genc y / first responders;

2. Notification

a. What are the best ways to notify the aforementioned parties of
a planned de-energizationevent and when power will be
restored in the event of de-energizatton?

i.

How far in advance (and in what order of priority) should
the aforementioned parties be notified of an upcoming
de-ener gi zation event?

ii.

What information should be conveyed about an upcoming
de-energi zation event?

iii.

Who should be responsible for notifying affected
customers/populations? Should the utilities be solely
responsible, or should other parties such as local
goverrunents have a responsibility in communicating these
events?

iv.

What systems [or frameworks]ae should be used for
notification of customers (for example, the Standardized
Emergency Management Systemaa framework, reverse
9-'1.-'l', etc.)?

b. How should'vulnerable populations'be defined and
identified?

i.
+g

Is a list of Medical Baseline customers sufficient, and if not,
how should the utilities identify vulnerable populations?

Added to the original scope to improve clarity.

The Commission notes that SEMS is not a notification system. The purpose of SEMS is to
"provide effective management of multi-agency and multijurisdictional emergencies in
California. By standardizing key elements of the emergency management system, SEMS is
intended to: (1) facilitate the flow of information within and between levels of the system, and

++

(2) facilitate coordination among all responding agencies.
Use of SEMS will improve the mobilizatron, deployment, utilizatioru tracking, and
demobilization of needed mutual aid resources. Use of SEMS will reduce the incidence of poor
coordination and communications and reduce resource ordering duplication on multi-agency
'l
and multijurisdictional responses." See SEMS Guidelines, Page biection 1.A.2. "Purpose of
SEMS", Nuverr'ber 2009.
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c. How should critical facilities

be defined and identified?

d. How should first responders/emergency

responders be

defined and identified?

i.

Should water utilities and communication companies be
defined as first responders?

3. What structures and practices should

be in place to maximize
coordination between utilities and first responders/ local
governments?

a. Should the utilities

be required to embed liaison officers
(who are empowered to make decisions on behalf of the
utility) in emergency operations centers carried out under
state and local plans consistent with SEMs?

4. What information should be provided to the Commission

after a
de-energizatronevent to show that de-energization was used as a
method of last resort and that it followed Commission rules?

5. What additional provisions or protocols are necessary If
de-ener gi zation of transmiss ion lines bec ome necess ary?

4.

Positions of Parties on Scoping Memo and Staff
Proposal
Attached to the March 8,2019 Scoping Memo, the Commissior{s SED

introduced its Phase L Staff Proposal containing preliminary recommendations
on each of the questions contained in the Scoping Memo. Parties provided

detailed comments on the Staff Proposal, which are summarized in the following
sections.as Although this decision does not identify every comment made by
each party, the Commission considered the

input of all parties in adopting the

guidelines herein. Furthermore, comment summaries are presented in a

different order to the layout of the Staff Proposal.
provided thorough comments on all issues in this proceeding. Due to the magnitude
of information and the compressed timeline of Phase L, summaries of party comments are not
comprehensive. The assigned Commissioner and assigned ALJ did; however, review all
comments. 'lhe decision contains a representative selection of comments for each section.

as Parties
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4.1.

Definitions

Adopting standardized definitions and customer designations allows the
utilities, CaIOES (and other state or local goverrunent entities), CAL FIRE, local
first/emergency responders, local governments, critical facilities, the
Commissiory customers and all others to operate with a shared understanding
and language throughout a de-energization event. In additiorg designation

as

one of the groups set forth below carries special consideration for notice, both in

timing and form (discussed later in this decision,) possible mitigation to lessen
the impacts before, during and after a de-energizattonevent and possible

prioritization during re-energization. Mitigation and re-energization will be
explored more fully in Phase 2 of this proceeding.

4.1.1. First Responders/Emergency
Responders/Pu bl ic Safety Partners/Local
Safety Partners (lssues 2(d) and 2(dxi)
The Scoping Memo, in Issue 2(d), asks parties to answer the following

question: How should first responders/emergency responders be defined and

identified? As a follow-up to this initial question, in Issue 2(d)(i), the Scoping
Memo solicits feedback on whether water utilities and communication
companies should be designated as first responders. The Staff Proposal

mentions the term "public safety partners" throughout but does not include
specific definition for that term. Party positions on the staff proposal are

summarized below.

4.1.1.1. Staff Proposal
Staff set forth the following proposals:
The term "first responder" refers to those individuals who in the
early stages of an incident are responsible for the protection and
preservation of life, property, evidence, and the environmenf
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including emergency response providers. The term "emergency
response providers" includes federal, state, and local governmental
and nongovernmental public safety, fire, law enforcemenf
emergency response, emergency medical services providers
(including hospital emergency facilities), and related personnel,
agencies, and authorities. (Issue 2(d))
Public Utilities Code Section 8386 (c)(6) states that Communications

infrastructure providers should receive priority notification of planned
de-energizationevents. For purposes of notification, water and communication
companies should be prioritized; however, this should not include designation as

first responders. (Issue 2(d)(i)).

4.1.1.2. Parties' Positions
4.1.1.2.1. Definition of First
Responders/Emergency Responders
Parties broadly supported Staff's proposed definition of

first

responders/ emergency responders, including CASMU, Public Advocates, CCSF,
SDG&E, EBMUD, PG&E, the foint Communications Parties, City of Malibu,

CforAT and the Farm Bureau. CSAC agrees with Staff's definition but suggests
the inclusion of Emergency Medical Associations and public works in this

category. OSA recommends the inclusion of CaIOES and CAL FIRE. SCE
suggests expanding the definition to include certain electric

utility

staff, such as

wildfire management personnel and troublemen. Abrams recommends
expansion to include individual decision makers within the private and

non-profit sectors that manage at-risk infrastructure, e.g. flammable and
combustible material storage facilities.
Other parties recommend that the Commission adopt a different definition

for first/emergency responders. CWA suggests the following definition: "fire
departments, first responders, local communities, government, water service
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providers, communications providers, and Community Choice Aggregators

(CCAs)." The ]oint Local Governments state that the Staff Proposal is too broad
and does not identify the actual agencies that will be contacted first in a
de-energizatronevent. MWDOC recommends use of the definition of "first
responder" set forth in the U.S. Department of Homeland Security Presidential
Directive HSPD-8.45 TURN offers that Merriam-Webster and Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) definitions could be a starting place to define

first/emergency responders. TURN further states that first/emelgency
responders should include responders that protect the public safety during a

prolonged blackout, not just those that respond to accidents or emergencies.

4.1.1.2.2. Water Utilities and Gommunication
Providers
Most parties agree with Staff's recommendation that"f.or purposes of

notification, water and communication companies should be prioritized;
however, this should not include designation as first respondet""+z (Farttt

,City of Malibu,
additional comments follow. The Joint

Bureau, CASMU, CforAT, OSA, Public Advocates, EBMUD
PG&E, SCE, SDG&E, TURN). Selected

Water Districts+e and MWDOC recommend that water utilities be designated

as

first responders, citing in part to HSPD-8. However, TURN raises the concern
that designation of water utilities as first responders by a state agency "may have
ro As cited in MWDOC opening comments at 6: refers to those...who in the early stages of an
incident are responsible for the protection and preservation of life, property, evidence, and the

environment, including...emergency management...public works, and other skilled support
personnel (such as equipment operators) that provide immediate support services during
preventiory response and recovery operations."
sz Staff Proposal at 5.

Valley Center Municipal Water District and Padre ljam Municipal Water District filed
t-rpenirrg cununenls joinl"ly. MWDOC joined these entities to filc rcply commcnts.

+s
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implications beyond the current de-energizatronproceeding."4g CWA, in reply
comments, acknowledges TURN's concern and suggests that priority notification
of water utilities is more important than a designation as a first responder.
RCRC and other parties suggests that telecommunications companies and water

utilities should be notified as if they were first responders, but not receive an
official designation as such.
Finally, the parties representing water infrastructure emphasize that the
lack of water supply can reduce firefighting capabilities, and a lack of adequate

water pressure can increase the risk of drinking water contamination. Electric
service is also a vital component to the transport and treatment of wastewater.
These parties agree that water infrastructure warrants priority designation for

notification.

4.1.1.2.3. Public Safety Partners
CCSF, CWA, and MWDOC, among others, note that the Staff Proposal
uses the term

"public safety partnets" throughout, but does not provide

a

definition for the term. CWA (supported by CCSF) asserts that the term "public
safety parbters" should be defined as "fire departments, first responders,
affected local communities, local govefnments, publicly-owned utilities,

communication providers, community choice aggregators, water service
providers, and waste utilities." Several other parties recommend that public
safety partners be defined as the collective group of emergency

/ first responders

and critical facilities. PG&E suggests that the terms should be defined as city and

county officials (or local officials), CalOES, CAL FIRE and the Commission.

4e

TURN Opening Comments at L0
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4.1.2. Gritical Facilities (lssue 2(c))
In Resolution ESRB-8, the Commission requires that the utilities ensure
that operators of critical facilities are aware of any planned de-energization

event. Furthermore, in preparation for a de-energizationevent the utilities must
assist critical facility customers to evaluate their needs for backup generation and

determine whether additional equipment is needed, including providing
generators to facilities that are not well prepared for a Power shut off.so

Although Resolution ESRB-8 provides several examples of critical facilities, no
comprehensive definition has yet been adopted by the Commission. Therefore,
Issue 2(c) in the Scoping Memo solicits feedback on the following question: How

should critical facilities be defined and identified?

4.1.2.1. Staff Proposal
Staff set forth the following proposal:
For the purposes of de-energizationevents, critical facilities
should include the following:
. Police Stations
o Fire Stations
o Emergency Operations Centers
. Medical facilities, including hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, nursing
homes, blood banks, and health care facilities
o Schools and day care centers
. Public and private utility facilities vital to maintaining or restoring
normal services
. Drinking water and wastewater treatment plants
. Communication carrier infrastructure including selective routers,
central offices, head ends, cellular switches, remote terminals, and cell
sites.

so

Resolution ESRB-8 at 7
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4.1.2.2. Parties' Positions
Many parties, including a majority of the utilities, support the list of
critical facilities set forth in the Staff Proposal, most with proposed modifications.
Selected comments

follow.

The ]oint Local Governments and CforAT support

the Staff Proposal as presented. CSAC recommends the addition of dialysis
centers, surgical centers, hospitals, lock down facilities, pump stations, refineries

and chemical production facilities. CASMU suggests the inclusion of jails and

prisons. OSA recommends the Commission consider adding school districts,
universities, colleges, private schools, hospice facilities, airports, prisons and

nursing homes. RCRC recommends the addition of fairgrounds or other local
government staging sites, including evacuation centers and shelters, as well

as

municipal airports.
CCSF concurs

with the recommendations of others and offers that

navigation communication systems, traffic control and landing and departure
facilities for commercial air and sea operations, rail transit systems, petroleum
refineries, other industrial facilities dependent on electricity for public safety,

publicly-owned utilities (POUs), CCAs, and dialysis centers should be added to
the list of critical facilities. CCSF recommends that the Commission combine the

list presented in the Staff Proposal with the list of Essential Customers adopted
in D.02-04-060,lnterim Opinion on Interruptible Programs and Curtailment
Priorities.sl Abrams supports the inclusion of flammable and combustible
material storage facilities. City of Malibu recommends an expanded list of water
infrastructure, discussed more below, as well as the inclusion of city halls or

similar city facilities.
s1 D.02-04-060,

Attachmcnt B, lists Esscntial Customcrs.
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The foint Communication Providers note that SB 901 requires

priority

notification of communications providers without the requirement they be
designated as critical facilities.s2 TURN recommends that critical facilities should

include communications and telecommunications facilities in addition to schools,
airports and other transit providers. TURN notes that, as required by ESRB-8,
the IOUs must assist critical facilities to evaluate their needs for backup power
and determine whether additional equipment is needed. Public Advocates
recommends that the list of critical facilities be updated by the local utility when

new critical infrastructure is established in its operating territory.
CSAC, MWDOC and Public Advocates recommend that the Commission
consider the FEMA definition of critical facilities, which is broader than the Staff

Proposal. EPUC offers that the Commission should consider whether a special
outreach protocol is necessary for Category N customers. POC suggests that the

list of LLO sites proposed by SDG&E to be prewired to accept portable generators,
as discussed in D.09-09-030, is a good starting place to designate critical facilities.

CLECA notes that terms used by the utilities in their Wildfire Mitigation
Plans and those presented in the Staff Proposal overlap. For example, SCE
designates "Essential service Providers i'5s and PG&E references "critical
services" and "critical facilities."s4 CLECA recommends that the Commission

adopt a standard term for critical facilities/essential service providers along with
a list of included categories to ensure proper notification of such facilities.

CLECA also requests the inclusion of private industrial facilities necessary to the

sz Many other parties support inclusion of communication facilities as critical facilities.
53 SCE

Wildfire Mitigation Plan at 68.

54 PG&E

Wildfire Mitigation plan at 103-105.
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operation of police, fire and emergency operations centers (e.g. pipeline
transportation facilities that supply fuel directly to fire departments or other first
responders). In addition to suggestions offered by others, CLECA recommends
inclusion of radio and television broadcasting stations used for broadcasting
emergency messages, instructions, and other public information related to
electric curtailment.

Many parties suggest that drinking water and wastewater treatment plants
do not encompass the scope of critical water infrastructure that should be
designated as critical facilities. CMUA offers the following definition: "drinking

water and wastewater facilities critical to maintain public health and safety
standards, such as, treatment plants, pumping stations and other storage

facilities."ss CWA recommends that critical facilities be defined to include all
infrastructure used to pump, divert, transpor! store, treat and deliver water. The

foint Water Districts emphasize the inclusion of, at a minimum, water pumping
stations, sewer lift stations, water and wastewater treatment plants, corporate
headquarters and operation control facilities. MWDOC offers a complementary

list of water facilities as those already presented, and EBMUD also recommends
the inclusion of drinking water pumping distribution plants. The Farm Bureau
notes that many rural users rely primarily on well water that requires electricity

for access; therefore, advanced notification of such customers should be
considered.
The utilities offer a varied response to the Staff Proposal. PG&E generally

supports the Staff Proposal, noting that the proposal is generally aligned with the
CMUA Opening Comments at 6. In Reply Comments, CLECA disagrees with SCE, arguing
that the list of critical facilities shoulcl be exparrsive this year when flre risks of de-energization
are likely greater than in subsequent years (CLECA Reply Comments at 4).
5s
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list PG&E provides in its Wildfire Mitigation Plan; however, PG&E notes that its

list is comprehensive and presents entities in order of priority for re-energlzation.
PG&E disagrees with the suggestions of many parties, arguing that "the

Commission [shoutd] avoid broadening the definition in a manner that would be
urunanageable or defeat the prioritization purpose."56 SCE also agrees with most
of the entities listed in the Staff Proposal but notes that it considers entities which

provide critical services to the public as essential providers. For example, SCE
notes that shutting off power to schools and daycare facilities does not pose the

"same immediate risk to public safety operations as compared to fire and police
agencies and other critical infrastructure such as hospitals and nursing homes."57

CASMU generally supports the Staff Proposal, but encourages engagement with
emergency service contacts to further evaluate needs and ensure all critical

facilities are included. Finally, SDG&E argues that the Staff Proposal's list of
critical facilities is overly broad.
Regarding how to idcntify critical facilities, few parties offered specific
comments beyond a discussion of broad critical facility categories. CCSF
recommends that each IOU have ultimate responsibility for identifying critical

facilities within its service territory. Prior to the start of the wildfire season,
CCSF states that the IOUs should be required to vet their lists of critical facilities

with relevant emergency officials

(a

position supported by CASMU) and the

IOUs should be required to update the list on an on-going basis as new

information is learned, but no less frequently than arurually.

s6

PG&E Reply Comments at

57 SCE

6.

Opening Comments at L7'
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4.1.3. Vulnerable Populations (Populations with

Access and Functional Needs) (lssues 2(b)
and 2(bXi))

The Commission, in ESRB-8, first identifies the need to communicate

with

and educate vulnerable populations (although not designated as such in the

resolution) including low-income customers, customers with limited English,
disabled customers and the elderly.ss In the OIR that opened this proceeding, the

Commission set a preliminary scope that included the following questions: "Do

notification standards differ for vulnerable populations,"se and "how [should the

utilitiesl mitigate the impact of de-energization on vulnerable populations?00
Many parties' comments on the OIR stated that absent a definition of
"vulnerable populations," it would be challenging to ascertain appropriate
notification standards and mitigation measures. Therefore, Issue 2(b) of the
Scoping Memo asked the following question: How should'vulnerable

populations'be defined and identified? Issue 2(b)(i) expanded upon this
threshold by seeking feedback on the following question: Is a list of medical
baseline customers sufficien! and if not, how should the utilities identify

vulnerable populations?

4.1.3.1. Staff Proposal
Staff proposed the following definition for vulnerable populations
(Issue 2b):

For the purposes of de-energization, "vulnerable populations"
should address those individuals who are or have:

ss Resolution ESRB-8 at 6.
ss OIR at 8.
oo

Id at9.
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.
o
o
.
.
o
.

Physical, developmental or intellectual disabilities
Chronic conditions or injuries
Limited English proficiency

Elderly
Children
Low income, homeless andf or transportation disadvantaged (i.e.,
dependent on public transit)
Pregnant women

Regarding the question of medical baseline customers, Staff proposed the

following

(Issue

2 @)

(i)):

Although medical baseline customers do not represent the breadth
and scope of the Access and Functional needs community, the use of
this population is the best available proxy prior for the 2019 fire
season. To augment the limitations on this methodology,IOUs
should reach out to organizattons with the ability to reach out to
these communities, including (but not limited to): local lndependent
Living Centers, Regional Centers, paratransit providers, and other
resource providers. Additionally, potential augmentation efforts to
more fully address methods to identify and alert vulnerable
populations should be addressed in Phase 2 of this rulemaking.

4.1.3.2. Parties' Positions
The majority of parties recommended that the definition of vulnerable

populations be expansive in nature (Issue 2(b)) and not limited solely to those
customers listed under the utilities' various medical baseline programs
(Issue 2(b)(i)). Parties offered numerous additional populations and definitions

the Commission could consider in its designation of vulnerable populations. The

utilities and several other parties argue that the Staff Proposal's definition is
infeasible in practice due to identification and privacy concerns and that the

definition should be limited to data that is available to the utilities under its
programs and tariffs.
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CSAC, the ]oint Local Governments, and City of Malibu generally agree

with the Staff Proposal

as presented, although the Joint Local Governments are

concerned about the feasibility of identifying and providing effective notice to
such a large group. Abrams suggests that the term'vulnerable populations'be
replaced with the term'disproportionately vulnerable populations,'because all
residents are vulnerable to utility ignited wildfires. UCAN suggests a more
expansive definition featuring additional qualifiers, €.9. instead of the term

'elderly,' UCAN suggests replacing it with the following: "seniors and people

living with disabilities to include people living both independently and in
dependent care facilities."or
CCSF states that the Staff Proposal's list of vulnerable populations

addresses the appropriate groups, but recommends that the Commission adopt a

more specific definitioru such as that set forth in Government Code

Public Advocates cites to CAL FIRE's

201"9

S 8593.3.02

Community Wildfire Prevention and

Mitigation Report as a possible source for defining vulnerable populations

well

as g 7a5(c)(1),

as

which, in addition to medical baseline customers, includes

customers requesting third-party notifications and customers who the

Commission has ordered cannot be disconnected from service without a prior
in-person visit from a utility representative. SBUA agrees that vulnerable

61

UCAN Opening Comments at

7.

Government Code S 8593.3 provides that cities and counties must update their emergency
plans to include service for the'access and functional needs' population. The code lists'access
and functional needs' populations as follows: ...the "access and functional needs population"
consists of individuals who have developmental or intellectual disabilities, physical disabilities,
chronic conditions, injuries, limited English proficiency or who are non-English speaking, older
adults, children, people living in institutionalized settings, or those who are low income,
homeless, or transportation disadvantaged, including, but rrot lilnitetl tu, tltuse who are
dependent on public transit or those who are pregnant.
62
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populations should include Medical Baseline customers, but the Commission
should also consider using the definition of 'hard to reach' customers as defined
in D.18-05-04]...63
RCRC requests inclusion of communities

with only one method of

ingress/egress, as these communities are particularly vulnerable during

wildfires. RCRC also cautions against using only CalEnviroScreen to identify
disadvantaged communities, as it would eliminate almost all of the most fire
prone communities. TURN suggests that, at a minimum, vulnerable customers
should include medical baseline customers and life support customets,
customers who certify that they have a serious illness that could become life

threatening absent electric service, and customers over 65 years old. TURN also
recommends consideration of households with infants less than L2 months of
age, noting that many states also provide protections against disconnections of

households with infants.

CASMU asserts that the utilities do not have the data to ascertain whether
customers fall under the Staff Proposal's'vulnerable populations' definition.
PG&E suggests that Staff's proposed definition is infeasible because it would

require the utility to ascertain socio-economic data that is not legally or

practically available to the utility. SCE suggests that the proposed definition is
too broad and would be difficult, if not impossible, to reasonably implement.

Adoption of this definition witl shift responsibilities on to the IOUs that state law
assigns to public sector emergency services. SDG&E submits that'vulnerable

populations' should be defined as those who are wholly dependent upon
electricity for life-sustaining service, for example those designated as"Life
at Dccision Addressing Energy Efficiency Plans.
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Supporfl' customers, which are a subset of SDG&E's medical baseline

population. In Reply Comments, PG&E agrees that there is a distinction between
those customers who are dependent upon electricity for health care needs and
those customers that are generally vulnerable, but notes if the Commission

adopts

a

broad definition, then PG&E supports the suggestion that the utilities

partner with the appropriate agencies who could then notify broader categories
of "vulnerable populations."
Staff propose that, for the2019 wildfire season, use of medical baseline
customers is the best available proxy for vulnerable populations, with the caveat

that the IOUs should increase outreach to community organizations that can
contact vulnerable populations as a means of overcoming limitations of the use
of the medical baseline program. This proposal was met with varying responses
among parties. CASMU, PG&E, SCE and SDG&E agree that medical baseline
customers are the best available proxy for 2019, although SCE disagrees with the

recommendation that the IOUs use additional notification streams to notify
communities disproportionately affected by de-energi zatron. CSAC, CforAT,
POC, CCSF, SBUA and others disagree that medical baseline is an appropriate

proxy for 2019. The Joint Governments argue that medical baseline programs are
undersubscribed. SBUA recommends priorltrzingresidential and small
commercial customers residing in disadvantaged communities for the 2019 fire
season.

Parties offer many suggestions on how to identify vulnerable populations,

both through the utilities' own programs and tariffs and through partnership

with local agencies. CSAC suggests that identification of "medically fraglle"
vulncrable populations should be handled by both the IOUs and the local Puhlic
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Health Department.oa OSA recommends that the utilities identify vulnerable
populations in the same way they identify medical baseline customers; the

utilities should ask such customers to register with the utility. TURN supports
this approach but recommends that the utilities be required to partner with
community-based organizations that work with identified vulnerable
populations to facilitate self-certification.
Public Advocates suggests that the utilities immediately update their
Medical Baseline lists prior to the start of the2019 wildfire season. If possible,
the utilities should work with appropriate counties and departments of health
and human services to identify eligible customers. CforAT notes that the utilities
can identify and reach low income customers that are enrolled in the utilities'

CARE (California Alternate Rates for Energy) and FERA (Family Electric Rate
Assistance) programs. The Joint Local Governments recommend that the utilities

must cultivate and maintain ongoing relationships and lines of communication

with the agencies that serve its vulnerable populations. Further, customers could
be given away to self-select to the list of identified vulnerable populations.

Similarly, UCAN notes that incorporating community-based organizations into
notification systems builds both alert capacity and post-event effectiveness.
Advanced cooperation is imperative. NCPA stresses that the Commission must
adopt a means of identifying and locating vulnerable populations prior to the
development of notification processes.

64 CSAC

Opening Comments at

7.
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4.2.

De-Energization Notificationand
Communication

This decision will focus primarily on notice and communication in the
days prior to and after a de-energizationevenf but the Commission

will

also

adopt preliminary standards for advanced communication and notice
(standardized templates, etc.), as well as communication during de-energizatton
when power will be interrupted and also during re-energization.
Communication and notice during de-energizationand re-energization will be
explored more fully in Phase 2.
This decision will answer the following questions: (1) who should receive
notice; (2) who is responsible for providing notice; (3) when should
agencies/entities/customers receive notice; (4) what information should be
conveyed; (5) what systems and methods should be used to convey that

information; and (6) what structures and practices should be in place to
maximize coordination between utilities first responders and local governments.

In order to answer the above questions, information from the Staff
Proposal (and party comments) are presented in a different order than originally
presented in the Staff Proposal. This discussion section

will correspond with this

format.

4.2.1. Who Should be Notified? (Portions of
lssue 2(all
Communication with affected customers as well as first responders is
critical to ensure that de-energizationhappens as orderly and safely as possible
Issue 2(a) inthe Scoping Memo asked for feedback on the following question:

What are the best ways to notify [the public, including vulnerable populations,
local governments, critical facilities and emergency /first responders] of a
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planned de-energizationevent and when power will be restored in the event of
de-energization?

4.2.1.1. Staff Proposal
Staff provided the following proposal:
... IOUs will be responsible for contacting local public safety officials
in impacted jurisdictions prior to a de-energization event and must
utilize all available means to communicate a de-energization event.
At a minimum, these contacts should include local and county
public safety notification points whose jurisdictions include
de-energized areas. These contacts must include primary 24-hour
contact points, secondary contacts, and tertiary contacts.
To ensure the accuracy of these lists, electric IOUs will be required to
update these lists annually and conduct a communication exercise
prior to fire season to confirm their ability to rapidly disseminate
inf ormation. Additionally, all notifications related to de-ene r gization
events will be concurrently sent to CalOES, the CPUC and CAL FIRE.
These notifications should inc lude anticipated de-ener gizatton
events, de-energi zatton events, and estimated restoration timelines.

4.2.'|'.2. Parties' Positions
Parties provided a variety of comments, most generally supportive of the

staff proposal, but with proposed modifications. Many of parties' comments

pertain to timing, method and content of notice, which, although included

minimally in Issue 2(a),wiIlbe discussed in later sections.
CASMU, the Joint Local Governments, CCSF, PG&E, CforAT, and Public
Advocates generally support the Staff Proposal. CSAC recommends the addition
of notice to the Emergency Management Agency, the Department of Public

Health, and fire service and law enforcement agencies, at a minimum. EBMUD
and the foint Water Districts recommend that notice be given to water

companies. SBUA recommends that the utilities should notify governmental
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bodies beyond first responders. CCSF also recommends that notice be sent to

relevant adjacent jurisdictions that may be impacted by de-enetgization.
Farm Bureau recommends that the Commission require a dedicated
customer service line for wildfire-related information that is staffed with

specifically trained personnel. CLECA offers that the utilities should be able to
receive communications from critical facilities andf or large users in addition to

sending messages. DACC/EUF note the importance of obtaining the correct
contact at critical facilities andf or large customers; the billing contact may not be
the appropriate contact in the case of de-energization. Several parties
recommend notification of POUs and electric cooperatives that may be impacted

by de-energizationbecause of interconnection with the utility's grid.
SCE concurs

with the Staff Proposal, but requests that the Commission not

require that a specific information technology be used. Furthermore, SCE
suggests that tertiary contacts should not be required because the utilities cannot

require that public safety agencies provide a certain number of contacts. SDG&E
supports annually updating its contact list as well as conducting a
communication exercise on an annual basis. SDG&E also states that all affected
groups should be notified as soon as practicable or operationally feasible.

4.2.2. When and in What Order Should Gontact
Occur? (lssue 2(aXi))
Advance notice is crucial in order to allow agencies and affected customers
time to adequately prepare for and respond to a de-energization event. The
Scoping Memo (Issue Z (a)(l)) seeks feedback on the following question: How far

in advance (and in what order of priority) should [the public, including
vulnerable populations, local governments, critical facilities and emer gency / first
rcspondersl be notified of an upcoming de-energizatronevent?
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4.2.2.1. Staff Proposal
Staff set forth the following proposal:
Every effort must be made by the IOUs to provide notice of potential
de-energizattonevents as early as possible. At a minimum,
notifications to Public Safety officials and critical infrastructure
owners/operators should occur when a utility Emergency
Operations Center activates (stands-up) in anticipation of a public
safety power shutoff (PSPS) Response Protocol taking place, when
the PSPS Response Protocol is initiated, when re-energization
begins, and when re-energization is completed within a jurisdiction.
Instead of creating a multi-layer notification tiering system, it is
recommended that notifications be provided to public safety
partners and critical infrastructure parbrers prior to initial customer
notifications; however, the completion of these notifications should
not be an impediment to providing notification to impacted
populations. To the extent practical, communities
disproportionately impacted by de-ene r gizatron events shoul d
include additional notification streams (up to and including in
person notification) in lieu of staggered alerting timelines.
Staff also recommends consistency with the California Alert and Warning

Guidelines by using alerts, warnings and notifications. This proposal will be
discussed in Section 4.2.3, below. In addition, the method of notification,

including possible in-person notification for vulnerable populations, is described
in Section 4.2.5, below.

4,2.2.2. Parties' Positions
The parties universally agree that advanced notice is imperative and

should be afforded whenever possible. Parties differ on which entities should
receive priority notice and how far in advance notice should be given.
Comments

will focus first on the timing of notification and then on the priority of

notification, although some comments overlap. Farm Btrreau and the Cify of
Matibu support the Staff Proposal as written. CSAC suggests a phased approach
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beginning at seven days before de-energizattort, then72 hours, 48 hours,

24hotrs,12 hours, and finally two hours before a de-energizationevent. CforAT
supports advance notice but cautions that advance notice of de-energization
events that ultimately do not occur could cause customer frustration and fatigue
as customers take

potentially expensive precautions.

The Joint Governments support the Staff Proposal but note that

communication with local governments, public safety and CaIOES is most

critical. Public Advocates supports a generally structured and prioritized
notification system. CLECA supports the Staff Proposal, pending the definition
of critical facilities, and suggests extending any communication exercises to
critical facilities. EPUC recommends an upfront notification system to customers
based on their relative risk of de-energization. EPUC offers a relative risk

categorization system, such as redf yellow/gteen. CMUA offers that the

Commission should either clarify that the utility must always activate an
Emergency Operations Center before a de-energization evcnt or else designate
some other point in time prior to de-energizationthat the utilities should use, to

the extent feasible, to provide notice.
OSA suggests there should be five tiers of notification: Priority 1 (first
responders) one-to-seven days in advance; Priority 2 (local government)

two-to-six days in advance; Priority 3 (Critical Facilities) three-to-five days in
advance; Priority 4 (medical baseline) four days in advance; Priority 5 (general

public) two days in advance. The Joint Communication Parties recommend, in
addition to those in the Staff Proposal, an additional notice two-to-four hours in
advance of de-energization. TURN suggests that first responders, water and

telecommunications providcrs rcccivc bctween 96 and 48-hours advance notice,
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local governments 24to 48 hours, and the general public 24to 48 hours- notice.

Final notice should occur 24 hours before de-energization.
CCSF recommends that the Commission adopt specific notification

timelines and recommends a72-hour notice. Abrams emphasizes the importance
of advance notification so that affected entities are prepared when a

de-energizationevent is called. POC recommends that all customers in Tier

3

HTFD affirmatively sign an advisory notice at least one month in advance of fire
season, inclusive of information regarding where to go during a de-energization

event. DACC/EUF recommend that the Commission requires at least al2-hour
advance notice of re-ener gization.

CASMU supports the Staff Proposal as written. PG&E agrees with the
Staff Proposal, noting that prioritization of alerts, warnings and notifications

should not create any impediment to notification of the entire population. SCE
agrees that the notification of public safety agencies and customers should

generally occur two days in advance of de'energization. SDG&E states that

it

attempts to notify the public, local goverrunents, critical facilities and
emergency

/first responders at least 48 hours in advance of a de-energization

event. SDG&E prioritizes public safety partners, especially first/emergency
responders, because these groups are best positioned to respond to emergencies.

If concurrent notification does not occur, notification should next be made to
local governments because the public is likely to turn to them for information
and because local governments can initiate emergency response protocols. Next

should be critical facilities such as hospitals, water and telecommunication
providers, followed by the general public.
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4.2.3. What lnformation Should

Be

Communicated? (Part of lssue 1, Part of
lssue 2(a), Part of lssue 2(AXi), lssue 2(a)(ii),
and Part of lssue 2(a)(iii))
Public Safety Partners and affected customers will require accurate and
up-to-date information for each de-energization event. Furthermore, different
entities

will require different information. For example, first/ emergency

responders

will require a different type of information than residential customers

since they must prepare for the public safety impacts of de-energization. Staff

discussed the type of information that should be included in de-energization

notifications and communications to both Public Safety Partners and customers
in various portions of the Staff Proposal. This section brings those proposals
together under one heading and presents a summary of party comments on the

topic.

4.2.3.1. Staff Proposal
Staff offered the following proposals:
1. In order to facilitate situational awareness

across public safety

partners throughout California, IOUs must clearly articulate their
threshold for strong wind events, as well as the conditions
(humidity, fuel dryness, temperature) that define "an extreme
hazard" to allow public safety partners to conduct parallel
planning for potential de-ener gization events. Additionally,
IOUs will be responsible for publishing a Geographic
Information System Representational State Transfer Service (GIS
REST) service articulating the geographic boundaries of the areas
subject to de-energization to public safety parkrers concurrent
with their notifications of de-energization events (Issue 1\.

2. [All] notifications

related to de-energizationevents will be
concurrently sent to the CaIOES the CPUC, and CAL FIRE.
These no tilica Lions sho uld include anticipa ted d e-energization
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events, de-energi zatron events, and estimated restoration

timelines. (Issue 2a).
to be consistent with the California Alert and
Warning Guidelines, the following definitions will be utilized to
disc uss de-ener gi zation communic ations (Is sue 2 (a) (i)):

3. Additionally,

a. Alert - A communication intended to draw the attention of

b.

c.

recipients to some previously unexPected or unknown
condition or event.
Warning - A communication that encourages recipients to
take immediate protective actions appropriate to some
emergent hazard or threat.
Notification - A communication intended to inform
recipients of a condition or event for which contingency
plans are in place.

4. Inorder to ensure shared situational awareness,IOUs will need
to provide public safety partners with the following information:
total customer outages within a jurisdiction's boundaries, total
number of impacted medical baseline customers within a
jurisdiction's boundaries, the event triggering the
de-energization, and the estimated length of the de-energization
event. IOUs will be responsible for publishing a GIS REST
service articulating the geographic boundaries of the areas
subject to de-energizationto public safety parbrers concurrent
with their notifications of de-energizatronevents. (lssue 2(a)(ii)).

5.

IOUs should pre-script messages templates in advance in a
format that allows public safety agencies to use their official
public alerting channels to amplify the message if they choose to
do so. Consistent with existing best practices articulated in the
California Alert and Warning Guidelines, warning messages
should answer five (5) key recipient questions (lssze 2(a)(iii):

a. Why are we at risk?
b. Do you really mean me? (Does this

c.

situation?)
How long do I have [o ac[?
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d. What should I do?
e. Who says so?
4.2.3.2. Parties' Positions

4.2.3.2.1. lssue 1
Many parties supported Staff's proposal in Issue 1, with proposed
modifications. For example, the foint Local Governments, CCSF, Public
Advocates, DACC/EUF, PG&E, SCE, SDG&E and the Joint Communication
Parties generally support the provision of de-energizatton event boundaries to

Public Safety Partners. Several parties, such as CCSF, request that more detailed

information be provided, including affected circuits, real-time weather data and
fire threat mapping. DACC/EUF recommend that notifications be precise as to
what facilities are to be de-energized so that back-up generation can be activated.
The |oint Communication Providers recommend that communication providers

receive the same information as Public Safety Partners.
PG&E suggests that utility GIS were designed for utility information needs
and therefore presents information that is not formatted for use by public safety
agencies. SCE recommends against the requirement to share GIS REST files,
instead stating that the information can be published to their website for far less

cost. SCE also agrees with other parties that information such as outage
boundaries, circuits impacted by shut-off, the number of customers per circuit,
and the number of critical care customers per circuit should be shared with

Public Safety Partners. SDG&E generally supports sharing information with
Public Safety Partners but believes that the Staff Proposal requires more
exploration and expansion. Furthermore, SDG&E does not believe that
Resolution ESRB-8 requires modification, noting that SDG&E has received
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positive feedback from local jurisdictions on their notification and
communication efforts. CASMU supports the Staff Proposal as written.
Regarding the setting of thresholds for strong wind events and defining
the conditions that constitute an "extfeme hazard," parties provided varying

comments. MWDOC, Abrams, the Joint Local Governments, NCPA and CCSF
agree that the utilities should have clearly articulated thresholds and conditions.

Abrams supports standardizattonof thresholds across the utilities. Both CCSF
and NCPA notes that setting thresholds and standards should not be construed
as automatically

triggering a de-energizationevenf rather, such information

helps Public Safety Partners with their own planning efforts.
The foint Communication Parties suggest that defined standards are not as

important as receiving clear and advance information in real time from the

utilities. TURN, on the other hand, supports the adoption of thresholds and
standards, noting that the utilities "are required to provide an essential public
service, and they should not have unbounded discretion over when the essential

public service should be suspended."65 TURN states that the utilities should
have narrow discretiory but defined thresholds must be met before the utility can
exercise that discretion. To do otherwise would mean that the Cornmission

cannot determine whether a particular instance of de-energization was necessary

to protect the public safety, as required by ESRB-8.
SDG&E states that it does not utilize thresholds or define "extreme

hazatds," but it agrees with the sentiment of the Staff Proposal. SDG&E notes
that it already shares information with the public, but the decision to de-energize
requires
65

utility operating experience in order to analyze all inputs. PG&E

TURN Reply Commcnts at 2.
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that it already has set and articulated the parameters it uses to determine

if

de-energizationis necessary. SCE opposes the adoption of thresholds because
the determination to de-energize is complex and subject to change based on
real-time conditions.

4.2.3.2.2. lssue 2(a) and 2(aXii)
This section

will summarize party comments pertaining to relevant

portions of Issue 2(a) and Issue 2(a)(ii). The staff proposals on these two issues
overlap significantly. Comments pertaining to GIS REST services are
summarized above.
CLECA and CforAT support the Staff Proposal, particularly information
regarding the anticipated length of the de-energizationevent. CSAC suggests
inclusion of the following information: (1) the reason for the proposed outage or
event triggering the de-energizatron; (2) trigger points for outage; (3) area of

proposed outage; (4) anticipated length of outage; (5) number of residents
affected; (6) estimated de-energization start time and date; (7) restoration date
and time; and (S) estimated time to re-energize the

grid.

The foint Local

Governments believe that weather data, fire threat assessments, maps of the

circuits and transmission lines potentially affected, information regarding
segmentation of those circuits for targeted de-energization, and the status of

notifications to vulnerable populations should be communicated to local
governments and the public. MWDOC adds that information regarding
protocols for engagement during the event, including appropriate contacts and a
reliable communication briefing timeline should be required.
EBMUD notes that water agencies also need circuit level information and
an understanding of whether water facilities can remain onlinc by cmploying

sectionalizattonor other technologies for separating loads within a circuit.
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EBMUD also requests re-energizationestimates. The ]oint Water Agencies
generally agree with EBMUD's comments. RCRC and CCSF suggest that notice
includes information regarding total number of impacted medical baseline or
other medically vulnerable customers and critical facilities. POC recommends
that, in order to develop messaging, the utilities should be required to hold

a

lessons-learned workshop focusing on the reports from previous de-energization

events. TURN recommends that exact location information at a granular level be

provided. Abrams focuses mostly on advanced education and notes that
information should be provided about safe use of generators, traffic safety when
traffic signals may be impacted, information regarding where to obtain
information, and who to contact during a de-energizationevent.
PG&E and CASMU generally agree with the Staff Proposal regarding

information to be conveyed. SCE suggests that, based on its experience, public
safety agencies are most concerned about the impacts of de-energization, rather

than information on what triggered the event. SCE disagrees with providing the
number of medical baseline customers, noting that it should focus on Critical
Care customers, those customers that require critical life support equipment at

their home. SCE and SDG&E are concerned that providing an estimated
duration for de-energizationmay be misleading and counterproductive since
conditions can change rapidly.

4.2.3.2.3. lssue2(aXi)
Few parties provided comment on the use of the definitions included in
the California Alert and Warning Guidelines Plan for notification (alerf warning,

notification). As noted elsewhere, EPUC recommends the use of tiered
rrotilicaLion using color coding, such asredf yellow/green to signify a customcr's

risk of de-energization. SBUA recommends the following definitions: (1) Alerts:
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communicating that conditions in the coming days may result in de-energization.

Alerts may continue for several days without other action; (2) Watches:
announcing that potentially dangerous conditions are emerging and encouraging
customers to begin preparations; (3) Warnings: predicting that the utility expects

to de-energSze; and

( ) Notifications: reporting actual de-energization.

SDG&E

supports using consistent definitions but suggests that determining the
appropriate definitions may require collaboration through workshops in order to
achieve state-wide uniformity. SDG&E suggests this topic be deferred to
Phase 2.

4,2,3.2.4. lssue 2(aXiii)
No party filed comments disagreeing with the proposal that messages
should be consistent with the existing best practices articulated in the California

Alert and Warning Guidelines, which include answering the five questions set
forth in the Staff Proposal. Presumably parties that concurred with the Staff
Proposal as written (SDG&E, CASMU, PG&E, SCE, CLECA, POC, RCRC, Public
Advocates, EPUC, ]oint Communication Parties, joint Water Agencies, MWDOC

TURN, and others) also agreed with the use of the California Alert and Warning
Guidelines best practices for notice.

4.2.4. Who is Responsible for Notification?
(lssue 2(a)(iii))
The Scoping Memo, in Issue 2(a)(iii) asks the following question: Who

should be responsible for notifying affected customers/populations? Should the

utilities be solely responsible, or should other parties, such as local governments,
have a responsibility in communicating these events and notifying affected

customers/populations? lf not, who should be responsible for notification?
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4.2.4.1. Staff Proposal
Staff sets forth the following proposal:
The IOUs should retain the responsibility for notifying impacted
jurisdictions of de-energi zation events. . .
The Staff Proposal offers additional language pertaining to the method and

content of messaging. This proposal is discussed in Section 4.2.5.

4.2.4.2. Parties' Positions
The parties universally agreed that the utilities should be primarily

responsible for notification of affected customers. As the entity that is
responsible for calling the de-energizationevent and the entity that holds contact

information for its own customers, parties feel that the utility should take the

primary leadership role in providing notice to customers. However/ many
parties recognize that the utilities may have limitations in identifying certain
customer groups, such as vulnerable populations, and therefore recommend

partnering with various agencies and organizations to more effectively
disseminate information.
For example, Farm Bureau and CforAT recommend coordination with
safety agencies, City of Malibu recommends coordination with local
goverrunents, and CSAC recommends that notification language be provided to
the local Office of Emergency Services to send out via the emergency notification

system. CSAC also recommends that the utilities develop a Memorandum of
Understanding with local governments in order to coordinate notification.

UCAN recommends collaboration with local public safety partr:rers because such
agencies have arr" acclJrate and timely understanding of potential adverse
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impacts of notificattor{'66 and can ensure that notifications will be distributed to
vulnerable populations. The ]oint Local Governments support the utility as the
lead for notice but assert that the utility must partner with local health

departments, medical service providers, nursing facilities and other social service
organizatrons that serve vulnerable populations that are likely not enrolled in

medical baseline.
PG&E concurs with the Staff Proposal and agrees to share notification
templates with public safety agencies in advance so that the agencies can
leverage their own public alert systems to supplement PG&E's notifications,

if

they choose to do so. SDG&E agrees that the utility should retain responsibility

for notification and remains concerned with the proposed expansion of
vulnerable populations. SCE and CASMU agree with the Staff Proposal.

4.2.5. What Notification Systems and Notification
Methods Should Be Used? (How Should
Contact Occur?) (lssue 2(a)(iv), Part of
lssue 2(a), Part of lssue 2(a)(i), Part of
lssue 2(aXiii))
In order to provide notification and to communicate effectively with
affected customers and public safety partners, the utilities

will have to use many

communication systems. Furthermore, the utilities, in order to collaborate
effectively with first/emergency responders and local governments, will need to
employ messaging structures that coordinate with the systems used by such
entities and agencies. The Scoping Memo asks the following main questions:
What systems should be used for notification of customers (e.g. reverse 9-1,-1),

66

UCAN Clpening Comments at 5
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and what are the best ways to notify [entities] of a planned de-energizationevent
and when power

will

be restored in the event of de-energization?

The Staff Proposal, in various places, discusses the frameworks for

providing notice, such as SEMS, the systems that can be used to send out
notifications, and the various types of communications that should be used
(e.g. social media, telephone, in person

notification). This section brings the staff

proposals together under one heading and presents a summary of party
comments on the topic.

4.2.5.1. Staff Proposal
Staff set forth the following proposals:
1,. Consistent with the principles of the Standardized Emergency
Response System (SEMS), (emphasis added) IOUs will be
responsible for contacting local public safety officials in impacted
iurisdictions prior to a de-energization event and must utilize all
)LV
event
to communicate a
available
(emphasis added) (Issue 2(a)).

2.

To the extent practical, communities disproportionally impacted
by de-ene r gization should include ad ditional no tif ication streams
(up to and including in person notification) in lieu of staggered
alerting timelines...Additionally, to be consistent with the
California Alert and Warning Guidelines, the following
definitions will be utilized to discuss de-energization
communications (Issue 2(a) (i)):
o Alert - A communication intended to draw the attention of
recipients to some previously unexpected or unknown
condition or event.
o Warning - A communication that encourages recipients to
take immediate protective actions appropriate to some
emergent hazard or threat.
r Notification - A commrrnication intended to inform
recipients of a condition or evenl for which contingency
plans are in place.
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[T]he California Alert and Warning Guidelines state that
(Issue 2(a)(iii)):
"People rarely act on a single warning message alone. To be
effective, warnings should be delivered in various formats via
various media, both to increase reliability of warning delivery
and to provide a sense of corroboration that will encourage
recipients to take protective actions"

In order to ensure time sensitive notifications are sent to
p opulations p otentially impacted by de-ener gi zation events,
IOUs should pre-script messages templates in advance in a
format that allows public safety agencies to use their official
public alerting channels to amplify the message if they choose to
do so. Consistent with existing best practices articulated in the
California Alert and Warning Guidelines, warning messages
should answer five (5) key recipient questions: a. Why are we at
risk; b. Do you really mean me? (Does this affect my location or
situation?); c. How long do I have to ac! d. What should I do; and
e. Who says so?

4. In order to be effective, warnings should

be delivered in multiple
formats across several media channels, both to increase the
potential a message successfully reaches an impacted population
and to provide a sense of corroboration that will encourage
individuals to take protective actions. These customer
notifications should include, but are not limited to, telephonic
notification, text message notification, social media advisories,
emails, and messages to agencies that service disadvantaged
communities within an impacted area to allow them to amplify
any pertinent warnings. Although mandating public safefy

partners provide notifications to impacted jurisdictions in
advance of a de-energizatronevent is outside the scope of this
proceeding, IOUs should develop messages that allow public
safety partners to utilize their official notification tools at their
discretion (Tssue 2(a)(iv)).
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4.2.5.2. Parties' Positions

4.2.5.2.1. lssue 2(a)
Many of the comments relating to Issue 2(a) have been discussed
elsewhere. This section will focus primarily on comments regarding methods of
communication; however, some of the comments will be necessarily duplicative
of earlier sections. As noted earlier, many parties agree with the Staff Proposal
as

written. OSA recommends that all available communication channels be used

to give notice and that notice must be given in multiple languages. Public
Advocates agrees with OSA but recommends that the Commission adopt a

standard notification timeline across utilities so that customers understand
de-energizationprocesses even if they move across service territories. Public
Advocates also notes that first responders should receive maps and detailed

information about de-energizationas soon as they become available.
De-energizattonwithout notice should be kept to a minimum and should receive
heightened scrutiny by the Commission.

City of Malibu agrees with the Staff Proposal but highlights that during

a

de-energizationevent, internet and phone services may not be available. The

utilities must take all necessary steps to communicate effectively, which may
include door-to-door knocking or other efforts. TURN clarifies that attempted
notifications may not be sufficient, especially for vulnerable populations.
Positive or affirmative notification must be employed for such customers. The
Commission should also direct the utilities to establish or re-establish local
offices in areas most likely to experience de-energization. Finally, TURN notes,
messages should be actionable and should educate and motivate audiences to act

on what they have learned, use common language and terminology and should
be generic and flexihle. Both Abrams and SBUA emphasize coordinated
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education campaigns in advance of wildfire season. Abrams suggests that
surveys must be used to determine the effectiveness of education campaigns.

Numerous parties support using all available communication channels including
broadcast media, cellular text messaging, door-to-door notice (if warranted)
electronic mail communications, radio, and phone calls.
PG&E supports establishin g " clear and consistent notification processes

that include advanced notification and more targeted customer outreach."67
PG&E commits to working closely with first responders, critical facilities and
others to establish clear lines of communication and established protocols.
SDG&E notes that communication and coordination is important, but it cannot
supersede or delay actual de-energization, which may occur rapidly if the need
arises.

4.2.5.2.2. lssue2(aXi)
Most of the provisions of Issue Z(a)(i) were discussed earlier, including the
use of the California Alert and Warning Guidelines definitions of alert, warning

and notification. Most parties support the Staff Proposal and were either

affirmative or silent on the use of the California Alert and Warning Guidelines

definitions. SBUA provided other suggested definitions, discussed earlier, arrd
EPUC recommended a color-coded system of green/yellow /red to denote

de-energizationrisk for specific areasf populations. As noted earlier, TURN
supports in-person notification for customers disproportionally impacted by
de-energizatronand notes the importance of remembering that customers will be

without power during de-energizatton and re-energization, thus limiting
communication streams. CforAT, like TURN, supports the notion of positive
67

PG&E Reply Comments at 2.
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contacts or affirmative contacts for vulnerable populations. CforAT recommends

that the utilities report on the number of positive contacts and requests that the

utilities provide an explanation of why positive contacts were not made, if that
occurs. Utility comments are summarized in the previous section and elsewhere

in this decision.

4.2.5.2.3. lssue 2(aXiii) and lssue 2(aXiv)
Starting with the almost universally agreed upon understanding stated in
the California Alert and Warning Guidelines that people rarely act on a single

warning message alone (Issue 2(a)(iii)), the bulk of party comments focus on the
methods and systems that should be used to contact affected entities in the case
of a power shut-off. Comments also focus on differences between

communication with affected customers and Public Safety Partners.

City of Malibu and CLECA support the Staff Proposal as written. CSAC
asserts that warnings must be disseminated through as many formats and
charurels as possible, including partnering with local OES and broadcast media.
The Joint Communication Parties recommend that messaging be sent via phone,

text or email. The Joint Water Agencies recommend the use of radio and
television broadcasts. RCRC emphasizes that rural communities have

insufficient broadband connectivity and as such, broadband cannot be relied
upon as a primary source of information for such entities. TURN agrees that
wireless emergency alerts (WEA) or other local government systems could assist

with notification. UCAN recommends that the utilities should select
communication methods and technologies that are most effective for each

jurisdiction's demographic, cultural and geographical area. Public Advocates
recommends that "off-network" communication mcthods bc uscd, such as

in-person visits to medical baseline customers or the opening of physical
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information centers." CforAT notes that the ability to send messages via
multiple channels will be impacted by loss of power.
The Joint Local Governments support using the SEMS framework as the

first line of communication between the utility and first responders. Once the

utility has provided notice and relevant informatioru the local goverrunents can
use their own notification systems (e.g. Nixle, Nextdoor, Reverse 9-1-1) to

amplify the message. The Joint Local Governments,

as

well as other parties, note

that there should be a24-hour hotline that remains active throughout the event.

MWDOC also supports the use of the SEMS framework, but reminds the
Commission that SEMS is not a notification system. CCSF recommends that
coordination with critical facilities occur through the California Utilities
Emergency Association.68
PG&E agrees with the Staff Proposal that warnings should be delivered

through various channels including Interactive Voice Response (IVR), text,
e-mail, social media, and mass media. PG&E agrees to share notification
templates in advance with public safety agencies so that public alerting channels
can be used to supplement PG&E's notifications. CASMU and SCE support the

Staff Proposal as presented.

4.2.6. Coordination Between Utilities and First
Responders/Local Governments (lssue 3)
and Utility Liaisons in Emergency Operation
Genters (lssue 3(a))
Safe and effective de-energizationrelies in large part on the ability of the

utilities, first/emergency responders and local jurisdictions/governments to
California Utilities Emergency Association "serves as a point of contact for critical
infrash'ucture utilities and [CalOES] and othcr Covcrnmcnt Agcncics bcforc, during and after
an event."
6s The
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coordinate responses, including messaging, as seamlessly as possible. The
Scoping Memo sought feedback from parties on the following questions:
(1) What structures and practices should be in place to maximize coordination

between utilities and first responders/local governments (Issue 3); and (2) Should
the utilities be required to embed representatives (who are empowered to make
decisions on behalf of the utility) in emergency response team operations centers

carried out under state and local plans consistent with SEMS? (lssue 3(a))

4.2.6.1. Staff Proposal
Staff offered the following proposals:

In order to ensure situational awareness in a format compatible with
state-of-the-art public safety systems, IOUs should provide
geospatial REST services in a format that can be readily accessed and
that provides a near real time overview. Additionally, IOUs should
provide Shapefiles/KMZ files to public safety partners and critical
infrastructure providers that geospatially represent historic
de-energizationboundaries and any available probabilistic models
of de-energization events. (Issue 3)
Yes; in order to ensure that public safety partners are able to address
the full range of impacts that may stem from a de-energization
even! IOUs who have initiated a de-energizatronplan should assign
a liaison officer to the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) that has
been activated to respond to a de-energizationevent. These liaison

officers must be enabled to provide rapid and accurate information
from the IOUs and should be in frequent communication with an
IOU's operational center. (Issue 3(a))

4.2.6.2. Parties' Positions

4.2.6.2.1. lssue

3

Staffs proposal regarding the provision of GIS REST services has been
presented elsewhere in this decision. This section

will focus on party comments

pertaining to the provision of historic de-energizationboundaries and
probabilistic models to Public Safety Partners. In addition, parties provided
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comments on the general principles of :unlity/ first responder/local government

coordination.
Several parties support the Staff Proposal as articulated, including CLECA,

CWA, EBMUD, City of Malibu, POC, RCRC and CCSF. OSA recommends using
SEMS6e

for managing responses to multi-agency and multijurisdictional

emergencies in California as the appropriate governing framework for

de-energization. Public Advocates also recommends aligning the utilities'
coordination practices with SEMS (or at least using SEMS to inform their
coordination practices). CforAT agrees with the Staff Proposal but notes that the
proposal requires additional coordination, including consideration of allocation
of resources between utilities and local government agencies.
CSAC and CMUA recommend, as does CASMU below, that the utilities be

required to provide pre-scripted message language to local OES for use in the
Emergency Notification System as well as in all social media. This messaging

should be used to augment the utilities'communications, and a Memorandum of
Understanding should be developed between parties. Abrams asserts that
structures and practices for coordination should be developed from

a

very

specific set of protocols with associated communication tools and templates.

MWDOC recommends that all provisions of data and messaging be delivered to
water utilities in addition to first respondersf local governments. The |oint
Water Districts suggest that there should be increased electric unlity/water

utility coordination and documentation for criticalwaterf wastewater facilities.
SDG&E supports information sharing and collaboration with Public Safety
Partners, but suggests that more specificity, clarity and guidance is needed
6e

Government Code g 8607(a).
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regarding the provision of shapefiles. CASMU supports the Staff Proposal but
recommends that the utilities should pre-script message templates in advance in
a

format that allows public safety agencies to use their official alert channels to

amplify the utility message, if they choose to do so. PG&E states that without
additional detail on probabilistic models, PG&E cannot endorse Staff's
recommendation.

4.2.6.2.2. lssue

3(a)

Most parties that responded to Issue 3(a) support the notion of embedding
a

utility liaison with decision-making authority in the local jurisdictional

emergency operation centers (EOCs), including the Joint Local Governments,
OSA, TURN and Abrams. CMUA suggests that this issue is out of scope because

it is more appropriately addressed in R.15-06-009.70 The |oint Local
Governments, in response to the concerns articulated by the utilities below,
recommend that the utility embed a liaison officer in the County EOC if and
when it is activated. In the alternative, if the utility is able to hold twice-daily
conference calls between its EOC Incident Commander and local governments,

that may be sufficient to "address the previous shortcomings in PG&E's

communications- assuming that the conference calls provide timely and
accurate information and a direct line to PG&E's decision-makers."7t

PG&E disagrees with the Staff Proposal noting thaf depending on the
scope of the evenf or if there are multiple emergencies occurring, PG&E could
Order Instituting Rulemaking Regarding Policies, Procedures and Rules for Regulation of
Physical Security for the Electric Supply Facilities of Electrical Corporations Consistent with
Public Utilities Code Section 364 and to Establish Standards for Disaster and Emergency
Preparedness Plans for Electrical Corporations and Regulated Water Companies Pursuant to
Public Utilities Code Section 7 68.6.
zo

zr Joint T,ocal Governments Reply Comments at 4.
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face challenges

with embedding liaisons. Furthermore, PG&E

asserts that

embedding liaisons with decision-making authority in multiple locations would
defeat the purpose of having an Incident Command Structure (ICS).72 PG&E
proposes that it assign a full-time liaison that CaIOES can call when local EOCs
are activated in order to get the most up-to-date information from the Chief of

Staff in PG&E's EOC. SDG&E also disagrees with the proposal to embed liaisons

in local EOCs noting that it would strain limited resources and violate both
Incident Command Systems and emergency management principles, which
discourage self-deployment. SDG&E notes that it has designated seats in its
EOC for both County and CaIOES representatives.

4.3.

Requests to Delay De-Energization (lssue 1(a))

In Issue L of the Scoping Memo asks for feedback on the following

question: what, if any, updates or modifications should be made to Resolution
ESRB-8 to ensure that, should de-energizationbecome necessary

wildfire season, de-energizationis undertaken

as

during the2019

efficiently and safely

as

possible? Staff set forth three main recommendations, the first two of which are
discussed in earlier sections (thresholds for strong wind events and conditions
for " arrextreme hazard" as well as the provision of GIS REST service articulating
the boundaries of the areas subject to de-energization). Staff also sets forth a

recommendation to allow requests to delay de-energizatron. This section
discusses Staff's recommendation as well as party comments on this matter.

4.4.

Staff Proposal

Staff offers the following proposal:
effective and efficient domestic incident
marugerlenl by integrating a combination of facilities, equipmenf personnel, procedures, and
commrrnications operating within a common organizational structure,
72 ICS is a management system designed to enable
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IOUs should ensure their de-energizatronplans provide the means
for pre-designated first responders with statutory responsibility for
impacted jurisdictions to request a temporary delay in
de-ener gi zatton events in exi gent c ircumstances.

4.5.

Parties'Positions

CLECA generally supports the Staff Proposal as written. Public Advocates
recommends that the Commission make clear who qualifies to be a
pre-designated first responder and determine who has ultimate authority to

implement de-energization. Furthermore, the Commission, should it allow
requests to delay de-energizationfor emergency circumstances, must clarify

which emergency takes precedence and how long a delay can last before a
decision to de-energize must be reached. Finally, Public Advocates asserts that
the Commission must clearly define "exigent circumstances." MWDOC agrees

that further clarification is necessary to determine who is a"pre-designated first
responder with statutory responsibility...' MWDOC also notes that, after a

de-energizationoccurs, there must be a protocol for rapid re-energization if an
emergency occurs, e.g. if a non-utility wildfire occurs and water is needed from a
de-energized water provider to fight the fire.
The Joint Local Governments and PG&E express concern about the

allowance of a delay noting that once a utility has decided to de-energize, a delay

could put communities at risk. The |oint Local Governments note that it is not
clear that a situation would arise where the

utility would decide to de-energize

and then delay that decision because other circumstances outweigh the risk of a

wildfire caused by utility equipment. SDG&E suggests that first responders with
a statutory responsibility

for an affected jurisdiction should be able to request a

temporary deIay, but the Staff Proposal as written is concerning and the issue of
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liability if a delay is granted must be addressed. SCE recommends that this issue
be explored more

fully in Phase

4.6. De-Energization

2.

of Transmission Lines

(lssue 6)
To date, de-energizationhas focused primarily on the distribution system;

however, there may be times when it becomes necessary for an electric utility to
consider de-energizattonof a transmission line. De-energization of transmission
lines

will likely have more far-reaching and cascading impacts than

distribution-level de-energization. As suctu the Scoping Memo asked the

following question: What additional provisions or protocols are necessary if
de-energi zatton of transmission lines becomes necessary?

4.6.'1. Staff Proposal
Staff set forth the following proposal:
As opposed to providing provisions or protocols that differ based on
impacted infrastructure (transmission versus distribution), it is
recommend that the IOUs shape their protocols based on the
impacts to populations across impacted jurisdictions. In the case of
transmission line de-energi zation events, this may require additional
coordination with CaIOES's State Operations Center.

4.6.2. Parties' Positions
TURN, Public Advocates, EBMUD, the foint Local Governments, SDG&E
and DACC/EUF generally agreed with the Staff Proposal that notice and

communication methods and de-energizationprotocols should be based on the
Wpe, number, and location of customers that may be affected.T3 Some parties

note, however, that transmission level de-energizationrequires a different
assessment of impact as well as different notification and coordination efforts
73

TllRN-specific langrrage, Opening Comments at12.
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